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Summary, conclusions, and outlook

To explain the observed matter abundance in the universe, violation of the CP symmetry
is required. Violation of this symmetry is incorporated in the standard model of particle
physics in the weak interactions, but the amount of CP violation predicted in the standard
model is by far too small to explain the size of the matter dominance. Therefore, to explain
the observed matter abundance, sources of CP violation beyond the Standard Model are
required. One of the goals of B physics is to search for new sources of CP violation, thereby
probing models of new physics.

The source of CP-violating processes in the standard model is the irreducible complex
coupling in the CKM matrix. Since this phase is opposite for particle and anti-particle
decays, their decay rates can differ when this phase contributes to the sum of interfering
decay amplitudes. CP asymmetries can be measured by comparing the time dependent
decay rates for particle decays and anti-particle decays. This makes it possible to test the
complex phases present in the CKM matrix.

The consistency of the different measurements of CP-violating processes can be checked
by using the unitarity triangles, of which one angle is βs = arg(−V ∗

csVcb/V
∗
tsVtb). This CP-

violating phase is accessible in Bs decays for which both Bs−B̄s mixing transitions and b→
c̄cs transitions contribute to the total decay amplitude. The small value of the amplitude of
the time-dependent CP violation predicted in the standard model, related to φs = −2βs =
−0.04 rad, can be changed due to contributions of off-shell particles, opening the possibility
of finding contributions of heavy particles beyond the standard model.

The decay which offers the best sensitivity to this phase is the B0
s → J/ψφ decay.

Since this is a decay of a pseudo scalar particle into two vector mesons, the final state
is a superposition of states with different angular momentum, and hence of different CP
eigenstates. Hence, an angular analysis is required to disentangle the different polarizations.
To determine φs also the flavor of the Bs meson at production needs to be estimated. To
suppress background the invariant mass of the final state particles needs to be determined.

An experiment designed to perform a measurement of this CP asymmetry is the LHCb
experiment. The LHCb detector is located at the LHC accelerator, where Bs mesons will
be produced copiously. The design of the tracking system leads to a proper time resolution
of 40 fs, an angular resolution of 20− 30 mrad, and a Bs mass resolution of 16 MeV. Using
the capabilities to perform particle identification, backgrounds can be suppressed, and a
tagging power of 6.2% can be reached.

To reduce the rate of selected events to an acceptable level, the sample of selected events
is divided in two samples: a sample of detached events and a sample of prescaled events.
The sample of detached events is selected using an online lifetime cut, hereby suppressing
background; the sample of prescaled events is selected by applying a prescale factor to
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Summary, conclusions, and outlook

the trigger selection and is used as a control sample. The small set of additional selection
criteria is optimized by maximizing a figure of merit FOM = S/

√
S + αB, iteratively

adjusting a set of rectangular cuts and estimating σ(φs) ∝
√
S + αB/S. When the trigger

rate becomes critical, it can be lowered by adjusting the prescale fraction and the lifetime
cut in the trigger selection, leaving the other selection criteria untouched.

To perform a measurement of the phase φs, a multi-dimensional simultaneous fit needs
to be performed to the event distributions in the different observables: the proper time, the
angular, the tagging and the invariant mass observables. In this thesis methods have been
introduced to take into account the inefficiencies, resolutions, and backgrounds introduced
by the selection method, the reconstruction algorithms, and the detector acceptance to the
distributions in all observables. For the correction of the angular efficiency the usage of an
MC sample is proposed, whereas for the other methods control samples are used. For all
methods the B0

d → J/ψK∗ decay is foreseen to serve as a control channel on which the
methods can be validated first.

All methods have been shown to correct for biases in the estimates of the physics pa-
rameters on samples of fully simulated MC events. Using the expected experimental effects,
resulting from full MC simulations, an estimate has been made of the expected precision
of the measurement of the CP-violating phase φs. For 2.0 fb−1 the expected measurement
precision is σ(φs) = 24± 1 mrad.

Figure 1: Display of an event containing a B0
s → J/ψφ candidate, as reconstructed by the

LHCb detector.
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Summary, conclusions, and outlook

Current status

At the time of writing the first 600 nb−1 of data has been recorded at the LHCb experiment.
For the decay channels B+ → J/ψK+, B0

d → J/ψK∗, and B0
s → J/ψφ candidates have

been reconstructed, making it possible to test the predictions based on MC. An example of
a B0

s → J/ψφ candidate is shown in figure 1.

In figure 2 the proper time and invariant mass of distributions of B+ → J/ψK+ candi-
dates are shown. An abundance of long-living candidates can be seen in the signal region,
hinting to reconstructed signal events. A significant invariant mass peak, with a fitted width
of σm = 23± 2 MeV/c2, appears for long-living candidates around the B+ invariant mass,
containing an estimated number of signal events of Nsig = 198± 16. As expected, the life-
time of the candidates in the signal region is larger than the lifetime of the candidates in
the sidebands. The average proper time resolution is 〈σt〉 = 0.075 ps.
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Figure 2: Invariant mass and proper time distributions of B± → J/ψK± candidates,
indicating the signal region |m(J/ψK+)−m(B+)| < 60MeV/c (a). Different projections
of the data are shown, with a fit overlaid: the proper time distribution of the candidates
outside the signal region (b), the proper time distribution of the candidates inside the
signal region (d), and the invariant mass distribution for t > 0.25 ps (c).

In figure 3 the proper time and invariant mass of distributions of B0
s → J/ψφ candidates
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Summary, conclusions, and outlook

are shown, using the selection as described in this thesis. An abundance of long-living can-
didates can be seen in the signal region, hinting to reconstructed signal events. A significant
invariant mass peak, with a fitted width of σm = 37 ± 9 MeV/c2 appears for long-living
candidates around the Bs invariant mass, containing an estimated number of signal events
of Nsig = 23 ± 5. As expected, the lifetime of the candidates in the signal region is larger
than the lifetime of the candidates in the sidebands. The average proper time resolution is
〈σt〉 = 0.074 ps.
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Figure 3: Distributions of B0
s → J/ψφ candidates in the invariant mass and proper time

observables, indicating the signal region |m(J/ψφ)−m(Bs)| < 60MeV/c (a). Different
projections of the data are shown, with a fit overlaid: the proper time distribution of the
candidates outside the signal region (b), the proper time distribution of the candidates
inside the signal region (d), and the invariant mass distribution for t > 0.25 ps (c).

From these distributions the following observations can be made. The proper time res-
olution, which is expected to be 〈σt〉 = 39 fs based on MC simulations, is found to be a
factor 1.9 larger. Since the sensitivity to the CP asymmetry scales as e(∆ms×σt)2/2, a max-
imal worsening of the sensitivity to φs of a factor two is expected. The mass resolution is,
within statistical uncertainties, as large as expected from MC.

To calculate the expected signal yield, a bb̄ cross section σbb̄ = (292 ± 15 ± 43)µb at 7
TeV [61] is used and a relative uncertainty of the luminosity of 16% [62] is assumed. In that
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Summary, conclusions, and outlook

case the number of signal events, using the selection described in this thesis, is expected to
be 30±7, which is in agreement with the found number of events. Furthermore, the number
of events is too small to estimate the tagging performance or determine the polarization
amplitudes from the angular distributions.

Hence, given the current situation it can be concluded that there are no limiting factors
for the LHCb experiment to proceed to perform a measurement of φs.

Outlook

At the time of writing, the amount of statistics is too small to apply all analysis methods
described in this thesis. When more data is taken, the methods are foreseen to be applied
as follows.

The optimization procedure can be repeated using real data. Using pre-selected candi-
dates, the figure of merit can be optimized, possibly adjusting the optimal selection criteria
described in this thesis, in order to acquire maximal sensitivity to φs. As soon as the trigger
rate becomes critical, it can be lowered by adjusting the prescale fraction and the lifetime
cut in the trigger selection, leaving the other selection criteria untouched.

To test the fit methods described in this thesis, the B0
d → J/ψK∗ decay is foreseen

as the control channel on which the methods can be validated. The methods to include
inefficiencies, resolutions, and backgrounds in the angular and proper time resolutions can
be checked on such a sample first, performing a measurement of mixing and the polarization
amplitudes in this channel. When the physics parameters found for this channel are in
agreement with the values estimated by the B factories, the same methods can be applied on
the B0

s → J/ψφ channel, and the mistag fraction can be calibrated using the B0
d → J/ψK∗

channel.
Using the online and offline selection and the fit methods described in this thesis, the

performance is expected to be as follows. After 0.1 fb−1 of luminosity (at a center of mass
energy of 7 TeV), the amount of integrated luminosity expected at the end of 2010, the
precision of LHCb should surpass that of the Tevatron for a total luminosity of 18 fb−1,
as expected at the end of run 2. After 1.0 fb−1 of luminosity, the amount of integrated
luminosity expected before the shutdown of 2012, the sensitivity is 48 mrad. After 10 fb−1

(at a center of mass energy of 14 TeV) the statistical precision is expected to be 8 mrad,
which means that for the SM value of the CP-violating phase, zero CP violation can be
excluded at 5σ.

In case the estimated value appears to be different from the SM expected value, the
measurement allows not only to discover new particles contributing to the amplitude of the
decay processes, but also to determine both the magnitude and phase of the couplings of
these new particles.
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SUMMARY

By analyzing the collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) thousands of particle
physicists are trying to verify, understand and expand the Standard Model of particle
physics. The Standard Model is the model that describes all matter particles and their
interactions and governs three out of the four fundamental forces of nature. In this thesis
we focussed on the top-quark. The top-quark, which is by far the heaviest of all quarks,
has been observed for the first time in 1995 at the Tevatron collider near Chicago,
USA. Its production rate, that is how often a top-quark is produced per collision, is
known theoretically with great precision (uncertainties of less than 10%). Nevertheless
it is one of the most interesting measurements at the LHC that can be performed with
early data with the ATLAS detector. The reason for this is threefold: 1. The complex
decay of the top-quark makes it a challenging particle to observe experimentally. 2. The
measurement of the production rate of the top-quark is a test of the Standard Model.
3. The top-quark plays a special role in many extensions of the Standard Model and
observation might provide a first glimpse at beyond Standard Model processes.

Testing the detector

The measurement of the top-quark production rate is an ideal test for the performance
of the ATLAS detector. The top-quark is produced in pairs of top and antitop-quarks (tt̄ )
in proton-proton collisions at the LHC. The decay of a pair of top-quarks is characterized
in our analysis by three main objects: a muon (the heavier cousin of the electron) with
high momentum, four or more regions of high energy depositions in the detector (called
jets) and a large amount of ‘missing transverse energy’. The latter is found by balancing
the measured energy in the detector in all directions and labeling the unbalanced energy
‘missing transverse energy’. This missing transverse energy in top-quark pair decays is
accounted for by the escaping neutrino, which leaves no trace in the detector. In order
to measure the top-quark decay all detector components have to be well understood
and calibrated. It is in fact quite amazing that the ATLAS detector has identified and
measured the top-quark within the first year of data-taking.
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Summary

Standard Model predictions

Apart from testing the detector performance, measuring the top-quark pair production
rate is also a test of the Standard Model itself. With the LHC we entered a higher energy
regime (colliding at a center of mass energy of 7 TeV) and although the top-quark
production is well understood, the theory has still to be confirmed at this higher energy.
In particle physics the production rate is usually given as a cross section. In Figure
1 we show the measured and predicted production cross section (σ) of top-quarks at
different energies. The black points are the measurements performed at the Tevatron

at lower energy and the lighter point is the measurement performed in this thesis at 7
TeV. We can see that the experimental data and the theoretical prediction are in great
agreement, confirming our Standard Model expectations.
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Figure 1: The measured tt̄ production cross section from the CDF and DØ experiments
at 1.8 (1.96) TeV and the result presented in this thesis at 7 TeV as a function of the
energy (

√
s) compared to the theoretical prediction.

Extensions of the model

More importantly however and much more tantalizing is the possibility that there is
more beyond the horizon than the Standard Model. Many models have been proposed
over the years that all try to explain caveats in the existing model that would show
up when reaching higher energies. The top-quark plays a special role in many of these
models through its large mass and large coupling to the Higgs-field. Any new physics
would reveal itself in the top-channel. A measurement of the top-quark production is
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essentially a model independent way of searching for new physics. At the moment there
is unfortunately not enough data to draw any conclusions about new physics.

Selecting the right events

In order to perform measurement of the production rate, we need to understand the
possible background events in the analysis. A background event is an event that is
falsely selected as a top-quark event. We have shown that although many different
event types are backgrounds to our analysis, there is one kind that is more troublesome
than the others: multi-jet events. Most other event types are well understood, but
these events can only be simulated with large uncertainties which means that we cannot
trust the simulation to tell us how many of these events pass our selection and are
thus wrongfully identified as top-quark events. These multi-jet events do not produce
any muons directly. Since we select events with a high energetic muons, these events
should a priori not pass our requirements. A large fraction of this thesis is therefore
dedicated to the study of how these events produce extra muons indirectly and to the
analysis of the muon properties. Since we cannot trust our simulation to model the
amount of background from these events, we have developed a way of determining the
normalization directly from data. We use the knowledge that was gained by studying
the properties of these events and exploit finally that they predominantly come from
the decay of bottom-quarks. The bottom-quark is the lighter sister of the top-quark
and forms bound states (an intermediate clustering with other quarks) that travel on
average a few millimeter before they decay. By measuring the distance from where
a muon is produced to the primary point of interaction, the muons from top-quark
decays (the signal) can be distinguished from the muons from bottom-quark decay (the
background). This difference is then the basis to determine the number of multi-jet
events that passed all our requirements.

Results

In the final analysis of the first data 19 top-quark pair event candidates have been
identified. Of these 19 events we estimated 0.9 ± 0.7 to come from multi-jet background.
Although the background seems extremely small, it is important to the measurement
to have a solid estimate with well determined error. The tt̄ production cross section
(as a measure of the production rate) that we extracted from these numbers is σ(tt̄) =
168 ± 55 (stat) pb which is in beautiful agreement with the theoretical prediction, see
again Figure 1. Note that the total cross section in proton-proton collisions at this
center of mass energy is ∼ 1010 pb. Since the amount of events in the analysis is so
low, we cannot rule out new physics models yet, but we can confirm the existence of
the Standard Model top-quark. We have also shown that we can deduce the number of
background events from data alone (albeit with large uncertainty). Fortunately more
data is coming rapidly now and more data means a more precise measurement of the
background and hence a more precise measurement of the top-quark production rate.
With the full dataset recorded up to now the uncertainties are already of the same order
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Summary

as the theoretical error. This now means that the era of top-quark physics at the LHC

has just begun...
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Summary

This is a thesis about gravity, and a number of the interesting effects it has on the motion
of stars when they get in close proximity to each other. Describing such motions turns
out to be a complicated problem, and this at first seems to be a remarkable statement.
After all, gravity is a force that we human beings are very familiar with from every day
experience. It is the force that keeps us with our feet on the ground, makes apples fall from
trees, traps the Moon in an orbit around the Earth, and the Earth itself in an orbit around
the Sun. The fact that research in gravity is nonetheless challenging, is due to the fact
that gravity is conceptually very different from the three other fundamental forces that
are known in physics (the electromagnetic force, the strong nuclear force, and the weak
nuclear force), which reflects itself in the radically different mathematics involved. It is for
this reason that it required the genius of two of the greatest scientific minds in history to
provide us with an understanding of how things fall.

Gravity according to Newton and Einstein

Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727) was the first to provide mankind with an accurate descrip-
tion of gravity. He considered it to be an ’action at a distance’, a mysterious and invisible
tendency of all matter to pull all other matter in the Universe closer. In 1687 he published
a mathematical formula with which the pull could be calculated. This Universal Law of
Gravity is very successful: for the first time in history, mankind had the means to accu-
rately calculate the trek of the planets around the Sun, to predict solar- and lunar eclipses,
and to solve the mystery of the tides. Despite these successes, however, a number of things
were not quite exactly described by this theory. For example, very precise measurements
on the orbit of Mercury show that the planet orbits the Sun slightly faster than predicted
by the Universal Law of Gravity. Also, Newton’s theory postulates that gravity is an in-
stantaneous force, by which is meant that there is zero elapse of time between a cause and
its gravitational effect. If, for example, the Sun were to magically disappear, the gravita-
tional pull felt on the Earth would vanish at the exact same instant. This would indicate
that the effects of gravity traversed the distance between the Sun and the Earth with an
infinite velocity. This can not be, as it contradicts the Special Theory of Relativity. This
is a theory, published in 1905 by Albert Einstein (1879-1955), which states that nothing
can go faster than light. Gravity is not allowed to be an exception to this rule, and it thus
became clear that Newton’s Law of Universal Gravity had to be modified.
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Figure D.1: The curvature of space due to the presence of a star (centre). The planet (left) follows a
path that is wrapped around the star due to the curvature of space. The result is a closed orbit.

It was that same Special Theory of Relativity that suggested how this should be done.
The theory states that the laws of physics should be the same for all observers moving
with a constant velocity with respect to each other. It should therefore be possible to
write the equations of physics in such a way that they can be used by all such observers
regardless of their relative constant velocity. Einstein realized that this idea should also
apply to observers who are accelerating with respect to each other, and was able to link
this principle to the force of gravity. After all, he argued, if we are standing in an elevator
that is accelerating upward, we feel that we are pushed to the floor of the elevator just
as we would if there was a force of gravity pulling us down. With this insight, Einstein
postulated that the phenomena of acceleration and gravity are fundamentally equivalent
to each other, and formulated the General Theory of Relativity in 1916.
In the General Theory of Relativity, gravity is described as the curvature of space and
time. Just as a meridian deviates from a straight line because the globe is spherically
shaped, the path of a mass in motion will not follow a straight line if space is curved; the
deviation from the straight line is what we ascribe to gravity. The way that space and
time are curved is, in turn, determined by the presence of mass and energy: the more
mass is present in space, the more space and time are curved, and the more the paths of
masses in motion deviate from straight lines. An example of this is shown in Figure D.1,
in which the presence of a heavy star curves space in such a way that the orbit of a planet
is wrapped around the star. As a result, the planet follows a closed elliptical orbit instead
of a straight line. Einstein published a formula that relates the curvature of space and
time to the presence of mass and energy, and showed that when the curvature is not too
extreme, the General Theory of Relativity exactly reduces to Newton’s Universal Law of
Gravity.
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Black Holes and Gravitational Waves

The General Theory of Relativity is the most successful description of gravity that we
have. It correctly predicts the orbit of the planet Mercury, the deflection of starlight when
it grazes the Sun, the slowing down of time due to the presence of mass, and even the ex-
pansion of the Universe as a whole. All these predictions have, in a century of experiments,
been accurately confirmed by observations. The theory makes two additional predictions
that yet await experimental confirmation. The first is the existence of black holes : col-
lapsed stars that are so massive that not even light can escape their gravitational pull and
where time itself is slowed down to a standstill. Black holes are the most extreme examples
of curved spacetime that we know.
The second unconfirmed prediction that the General Theory of Relativity makes is the
existence of gravitational waves : microscopically small vibrations of space and time that
are produced when two large masses move in each other’s close proximity. These vibrations
travel through the Universe with the speed of light, and we can reveal their presence by
closely observing the relative position of two masses. Just as two bobbers will wobble with
respect to each other when a little wave of water disturbs the pond, two masses will wobble
with respect to each other when a gravitational wave disturbs space and time. The relative
motion of the two masses is usually extremely small (the wobbles are typically of the order
of a millionth of the size of a proton), and is biggest when the source of the gravitational
wave has a very strong field of gravity. The production of the biggest gravitational waves
is therefore expected to happen close to a very massive black hole.
Gravitational waves produced in this way contain a treasure trove of information about
the black hole and allow us to test the General Theory of Relativity. It is for this reason
that measuring gravitational waves is one of the biggest current challenges in physics. At
this very moment, experiments such as VIRGO in Italy and LIGO in the United States
are working to measure gravitational waves, and plans are in development to continue the
effort underground in the upcoming Einstein Telescope, and in space in the upcoming LISA
satellite experiment. In all cases, it is of absolute necessity to know in advance the exact
shape of the gravitational waves in order to filter out the very small gravitational waves
from the data collected by such experiments. This means that these must be calculated
using the General Theory of Relativity.

Relativistic Epicycles...

It is not an easy task to calculate gravitational effects close to a black hole, as the math-
ematics needed to understand the General Theory of Relativity is very complicated. As
such, solutions to the formulas are usually found only approximately. One of the ways that
researchers do this is by first assuming that the gravitational field around the black hole is
weak enough so as to describe it by Newton’s Universal Law; the effects due to Einstein’s
curvature of space and time are subsequently added as corrections to Newton’s solutions.
A disadvantage of such a method is that it becomes less accurate when the star gets very
close to the black hole. After all, it is in that region that the curvature of space and time
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Figure D.2: Ptolemy (left) described the apparent motion of the planets, Sun, and Moon around the
Earth by placing circles on top of circles, as is shown on a page (right) from his book Almagest.

is the most extreme and Newton’s gravity does not suffice anymore. This is unfortunate,
as it is also exactly this region where the strongest gravitational waves are produced.
In this thesis we present a novel method to calculate the gravitational waves produced
when a star moves in close proximity to a black hole, in which we do not make the as-
sumption that the gravitational field is weak. In our method, we assume instead that the
orbit of the star around the black hole is simple enough to be described by a circle. By
subsequently adding corrections to this circular orbit, we obtain the equations for more
general orbits. The outcome of our calculations turns out to be akin to the system that the
ancient egyptian sage Ptolemy (90-168) proposed to describe the apparent motion of the
planets, Sun, and Moon around the Earth (which he thought the be at the centre of the
Universe). He placed the planets on circles, on top of which he placed smaller circles called
epicycles, in the manner shown in Figure D.2. Ptolemy’s system is, of course, not correct
(he made the incorrect assumption that the Earth is at the centre of the Universe, and he
had no knowledge of the Theory of Relativity), but our research has shown that the motion
of a star around a black hole can be described in a way very similar to Ptolemy’s method.
In our context, the corrections applied to a circular orbit are not themselves circles, but
bear a more complicated shape that we have calculated accurately. We call our model
Relativistic Epicycles.
In this model we never make any compromise on the strength of the gravitational field of
the black hole: we do not assume it to be weaker than it really is. As a result, we expect
our predictions for the orbit of the star to be accurate even when the star and the black
hole are very close to each other. We found that this is indeed the case: as long as the
orbit of the star does not deviate too much from a perfectly circular orbit, our results have
an accuracy of more than 99%, and this regardless of how close the star is to the black
hole.
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...and the resulting gravitational waves

As the orbits of the star around the black hole could be accurately calculated, the next
step in our research was to calculate the gravitational waves due to the star’s motion in
the gravitational field of the black hole. This turns out to be a complicated mathematical
challenge: the first steps were already taken in 1957 (half a century ago!), and the final
formalism was only published in 2004. This formalism requires that the orbit of the star
is known as a function of time, and exactly this is provided by our method of Relativistic
Epicycles. The resulting formulas for the gravitational waves we have subsequently solved
by using a computer program that we have written ourselves. The gravitational waves
we calculated in this way agree very well with the ones that were already known in the
literature, and new ones we can calculate effortlessly and rapidly. Here too we found that
the accuracy or our method is excellent, with accuracies being of the order of 99% when
the orbits do not deviate too much from perfect circles.
Finally, as the last step in our research, we have investigated the limitations of our method
of Relativistic Epicycles. The main disadvantage of our method is that we need to assume
that the orbit of the star is close to circular; we have indeed found that our results become
less accurate when the orbits become more eccentric. However, our calculations have also
shown that, as the system sends out gravitational waves, the star’s orbit becomes increas-
ingly less eccentric and the predictions of our method are therefore rendered increasingly
accurate. This means that the main disadvantage of our method is naturally nullified by
the emission of gravitational waves! We therefore conclude that the method of Relativistic
Epicycles is very well suited to describe the production of gravitational waves due to the
motion of a star around a black hole, even when the star and black hole get in extremely
close proximity.

Future research

There are numerous ideas for future research. For example, we could improve the ac-
curacy of the Relativistic Epicycle even more by adding some more corrections on the
orbit. Secondly, up to this point we have only taken into account the curvature of space
and time due to the presence of the black hole, but it would be in order to also take into
account the curvature due to the star. It would also be interesting to investigate whether
the calculation of the gravitational waves could be done without invoking a computer, by
replacing the outcome of the program by a mathematical formula. Finally, our calculations
have shown that the method of Relativistic Epicycles also applies to the situation of electri-
cally charged masses moving around a pulsar (which is a heavy star that is surrounded by
a magnetic field that, like a lighthouse, periodically sends out flashes of light). The latter
possibility is very interesting, as it allows the study of astrophysical objects by not just
looking at the gravitational waves that they send out, but also at their electromagnetics
waves. We have already taken the first steps in that direction, which will be the basis for
future research.
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Summary

This thesis marks the finalization of my PhD research. During the four years of my research,
people frequently asked me about my work. I was surprised to notice that especially people
from outside the work field of particle physics are very much interested in the work we do
as particle physicists. I think their interest originates from questions that everyone asks
themselves from time to time, such as ’what is matter made of?’ and ’how did the universe
begin and how will it end?’. These questions are essentially the motivation for our work. My
hope is, that all the people that I have talked to in the last four years can enjoy reading at
least parts of my thesis. Therefore, I will first start with a general introduction to particle
physics, to explain the research I performed. After this, I will summarize the results of my
analyses, guided by the title of my thesis. I will start with time-dependent CP violation
using B0

s → J/ψ φ (to be pronounced as b sub s to jay psi fi) events and conclude with the
radiation hardness of the LHCb Outer Tracker.

Particle Physics and the LHC
The LHC is a particle accelerator that accelerates and collides protons in a circular under-
ground tunnel. It stretches over 27 kilometers and is situated 100 meters below the surface.
The protons collide millions of times per second in four distinct points along the LHC ring.
Large particle detectors are installed surrounding the collision points to record the collisions
or events. In this case, ’to record’ means that the information about the passage of particles
through the different subdetectors of the experiments is stored on computers. In the early
days of particle physics, ’to record’ would have meant to take a photograph of the event, as
can be seen in Fig. S.1.

I performed my PhD research for the LHCb experiment, one of the four major experiments
on the LHC accelerator ring. LHCb is a dedicated B physics experiment, as indicated by the
additive ’b’. In B physics experiments, properties of B mesons are studied. To understand
what these B mesons and their properties are, it is instructive to first have a look at the
so-called Standard Model of elementary particles.

The Standard Model

The Standard Model (SM) describes our current knowledge of elementary particles and their
interactions. It can be represented by a mathematical formula, but for the sake of simplicity
it can be thought of as the set of all building blocks of nature, as shown in Fig. S.2.
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Figure S.1: Photograph showing the discovery of an anti-electron, a so-called positron,
recorded in 1932 by Carl D. Anderson. The identity of the positron is inferred from its
direction of curvature, since it is opposite to the direction that is expected for an electron,
indicated here by the dashed green line. The lead plate is used to slow down the incoming
particle to deduce its direction of motion (upward or downward in the figure) from the
difference in the radius of curvature on both sides of the plate.

The SM is a theory that accurately predicts the many measurements that have been
performed during the last decades. However, there are several known problems associated
with it. One of these problems is well-known and was one of the reasons the LHC was built
in the first place: to prove the existence of the Higgs boson.

Although I did not work on the Higgs search itself, the work that I performed on CP
asymmetries is linked to Higgs particles. This is because the so-called Yukawa terms in the
SM that express the couplings between the Higgs field and fermions to generate mass, are
exactly the terms from which CP asymmetries arise, as explained in Chap. 1. I will now
briefly elaborate on the Higgs search, since this puzzle might have been solved very recently.

The Higgs Boson

The Higgs particle was predicted in 1964 by, among others, Peter Higgs and is a necessary
ingredient of the SM, since its presence generates mass for all other fundamental particles. It
is being searched for in the ATLAS and CMS detectors, which are two other experiments on
the LHC ring. July 4 2012 the ATLAS and CMS collaborations announced the discovery of a
new boson whose properties are in agreement with the SM Higgs boson. This extraordinary
finding was presented in a press conference held at CERN and was broadcasted worldwide
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Figure S.2: Schematic representation of the Standard Model, showing all the fundamental
particles currently known. The Higgs boson (or, officially, a boson consistent with the SM
Higgs boson) has been discovered on July 4, 2012.

in the presence of Peter Higgs himself. The goal was not only observing the Higgs boson,
but also to determine its mass. The ATLAS collaboration discovered a new boson with a
mass of 126.0± 0.6 GeV/c2 [78], whereas the CMS collaboration independently observed a
new boson with a mass of 125.3± 0.6 GeV/c2 [79]. In the coming years, at the LHC the
properties of this new fundamental particle will be studied in order to test the SM. Whatever
the results of those studies, the discovery of this new boson marks the end of a longstanding
open question in the SM and in particle physics in general.

Fundamental Forces in the SM

The SM describes all elementary particles and their interactions. An interaction of a particle
with one of the so-called force-carrier particles (Z,W , g and γ in Fig. S.2) is the manifestation
of nature’s fundamental forces. There are four fundamental forces in nature. Two of them
can actually be observed in daily life. These are gravitation and the electromagnetic force
(for example electricity). The two other fundamental forces of nature are the so-called weak
force and the strong force. These two forces are less well-known, because their influence is
only noticeable on very small (nuclear) scales. The weak force is involved in many radioactive
decays, while the strong force acts as the proverbial glue that keeps quarks together to form
protons or other bound quark states; so-called hadronic particles. The SM incorporates the
strong, the weak and the electromagnetic forces. It does so through gluon particles (g), the
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Figure S.3: Stellar orbital speed as a function of distance to a galaxy center. Newtonian
gravity predicts that the orbital speed decreases as a function of distance to the center, but
observations prove otherwise. An explanation for this problem is dark matter, an unknown
substance that does however feel gravity.

Z and W particles and photons (γ particles) respectively. However, until now, physicists
have been unable to incorporate gravity into the SM.

The Contents of our Universe

I have described two problems with the SM, namely the search for the Higgs boson and the
incorporation of gravity. Another striking problem in particle physics deals with the content
of our universe itself and arises from cosmological observations. When studying the orbital
speed of stars at the outskirts of spiral galaxies, Newtonian gravitation predicts that the
orbital speed decreases inversely with the square root of the radius of the orbit. However,
observations [80] show that the orbital speed remains almost constant as a function of
distance to the galaxy center, as indicated qualitatively in Fig. S.3. The best explanation so
far is that there is some sort of invisible matter (here, ’matter’ is a substance that is subject
to gravity) in addition to visible matter, like that in stars. The ratio of known visible matter
to this unknown so-called dark matter can be derived from the orbital-speed observations and
amounts to a stunning one to five. Within the SM, there are no particles that can explain
dark matter. Thus, the SM can account for only 20% of all the matter in the universe.

New Physics

To solve part of the problems associated with the SM mentioned above, theoretical physicists
are trying to devise new mathematical models that incorporate and extend the SM. Such New
Physics (NP) models make predictions for new types of particles, like dark matter candidates
and new types of interactions. The experiments at the LHC are a unique environment for
scientists to search for these new particles and interactions. These searches can be performed
both in a direct way and in an indirect way. The former approach is used by the ATLAS
and CMS detectors, by searching for the hypothetical particles in the decay products from
the proton-proton collisions. In LHCb, however, the search for NP is performed indirectly, as
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Figure S.4: In 1928, Paul Dirac predicted that every fundamental particle has its own
antiparticle associated with it. This is illustrated here for the six different types of quarks.
For example, the up quark u, indicated on the left, has the anti-up quark as its associated
antiparticle, indicated on the right by u.

LHCb measures parameters that are affected if new particles contribute to certain processes.
When a significant deviation from the SM prediction is found, this could be an indication
of New Physics. The measurement of such a parameter is the subject of my thesis and is
denoted symbolically as φs. To explain what this parameter represents, another ingredient
is needed: antimatter.

Antimatter

The schematic picture of the SM depicted in Fig. S.2 is actually incomplete. In 1928 the
physicist Paul Dirac predicted the existence of so-called antimatter on mathematical grounds.
This implied that every particle in the SM should have an antiparticle partner, as indicated
for the quarks in Fig. S.4. Dirac was proven right in 1932, when the positron was discovered.
A positron is the antiparticle of the well-known negatively charged electron, which means
that it carries a positive charge. The photograph in Fig. S.1 shows one of the first positrons
ever observed. Its identity was deduced from the direction of curvature in a magnetic field,
since this was opposite to the direction that was expected for an electron, as indicated in the
picture. When matter and antimatter particles meet, they ’destroy’ or annihilate each other,
producing photons. In the next paragraph I will explain B mesons and anti-B mesons, what
CP violation means and how this relates to the parameter φs.

B mesons, CP Violation and φs
Mesons are quasi-stable particles that consist of two quarks. B mesons are mesons that
contain one b or b (this denotes an anti-b) quark. These b quarks are sometimes called beauty
quarks and, correspondingly, B mesons are occasionally referred to as beauty mesons. Here,
since I have studied the decay of a beauty meson, we have arrived at the title of my thesis:
The Decay of Beauty. The quark content of a B0

s meson is (bs), while the decay products in
B0
s → J/ψ φ decays are the J/ψ meson (cc) and the φ meson (ss), as indicated in Fig. S.5.
The final ingredient that is needed to explain the parameter φs is a property of B

mesons called mixing. Mixing means that B mesons can oscillate back and forth to their
own antiparticle. This happens at an incredibly high frequency, roughly 18 trillion times per
second. When two protons collide in LHCb, B0

s mesons and their antiparticles, B0
s mesons,

are produced in equal amounts. Due to mixing, the decay to the state J/ψ φ can take
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Figure S.5: Left: schematic representation of a B0
s meson oscillating to a B0

s meson (a
process indicated by the red box) before decaying into the final state J/ψ φ. Right: schematic
representation of a B0

s meson oscillating to a B0
s meson (again indicated by the red box)

before decaying into the final state J/ψ φ. Depending on the decay time of the B meson
that was produced in the proton-proton collision, there is a possible difference in the decay
rate of these two processes, which would be an indication of CP violation. The amount of
CP violation is measured by φs and can be enhanced with respect to the SM prediction by
NP processes in the red boxes.

place at a moment when the parent particle was a B0
s particle, a B0

s particle or even a
quantum-mechanical superposition of the two.

Depending on the decay time of the B meson, there could be a difference in decay
rate between decays where the originally produced particle was a B0

s meson and where the
produced particle was a B0

s meson. This effect is called time-dependent CP violation1,
represented graphically in Fig. S.5. The parameter φs is a measure of the amount of time-
dependent CP violation in B0

s → J/ψ φ decays. In the SM, φs is predicted to be very small,
whereas NP models can enhance its value. Therefore, any significant deviation in φs from
the SM prediction could be an indication of a New Physics discovery. In the next section, I
will present the results of my φs measurement.

The Decay of Beauty: Time-Dependent CP Violation using
B0
s → J/ψ φ Decays

In the SM, φs is predicted to be φs = −0.036 ± 0.002 [17]. Any significant deviation
from this prediction is an indication of New Physics. The value I measured is φs = 0.00 ±
0.10 (stat.) ± 0.02 (syst.), which is in perfect agreement with the value as predicted by the
SM. The result of my analysis can be presented and compared to earlier experiments by
drawing contours in the φs − ∆Γs plane as shown in Fig. S.6, where ∆Γs is the lifetime
difference between two types of B0

s mesons. The smaller these contours, the more precise
the measurement, therefore the measurement presented here is currently the most precise.

1The ’C’ and ’P’ in CP violation stand for charge and parity respectively. For more information, see
Chap. 1.
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Figure S.6: Two-dimensional confidence contours in the φs−∆Γs plane for the D0 collabora-
tion [59] (red), the CDF collaboration [72] (green) and the values found in this analysis (blue).
The black square indicates the SM point (φs = −0.036±0.002,∆Γs = 0.087±0.021 ps−1).

Although the measured value for φs is in agreement with the SM, it is important to
continue this analysis by adding more data and different decay channels that are sensitive
to this parameter. This will reduce the uncertainty on the measurements and allow the
observation of possible deviations from the SM. In the next section, I will summarize the
second part of my thesis, which is related to the radiation hardness of the LHCb Outer
Tracker.

Ageing: Radiation Hardness of the LHCb Outer Tracker
The Outer Tracker (OT) is one of the subdetectors of the LHCb experiment. It is used
to reconstruct the trajectories of charged particles through the detector originating from
proton-proton collisions. To detect a traversing particle, the OT uses straw tubes filled
with an ionization gas that act as cathodes with a central anode wire. It consists of three
detection stations and each station comprises 4 detection layers. The OT has a modular
design, meaning that it consists of 432 modules of 128 straw tubes, leading to a total of
roughly 55 000 straw tubes in the entire OT. The modules are constructed by glueing the
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straws to the module panels.
After construction and prior to installation of the modules in the LHCb experiment, labo-

ratory tests [30] proved that outgassing of the glue that was used in the module construction
reduced the performance of the detector modules. In the context of particle detector technol-
ogy, effects that gradually reduce detector performance, such as outgassing, are collectively
called ageing effects.

The modules that were installed in the LHCb cavern were subjected to several treatments
to reduce or prevent ageing effects [41, 30, 42]. My thesis summarizes the results of tests
that monitor the behavior of the OT modules after installation in the LHCb cavern. The
effects of the beneficial treatments were tested by deliberately irradiating and scanning
modules using a dedicated scanning setup which is installed in front of the modules. Before
adding an oxygen component to the counting gas, several modules showed severe radiation
damage after relatively small received dose, although large module-to-module variations were
observed. After adding O2 to the OT gas mixture, few to no radiation damage was observed.

To monitor the behavior of the OT modules after the startup of the LHC in 2009, two
methods were devised. The first method uses the same scanning setup as described above
to regularly perform reference scans of a subset of the modules. These scans are performed
manually in the LHCb pit and can therefore only be performed during technical shutdowns
of the LHC. The second method uses charged particle tracks produced by LHC collisions to
study hit efficiency as a function of the amplifier threshold of the OT electronics. These
so-called threshold scans are performed while the LHC is operational and producing collisions
with tracks in the LHCb detector.

Both methods to monitor the performance of the OT modules were applied in my re-
search. In this thesis, I conclude that neither method has shown any significant gain loss
in the OT so far. Both types of tests are and will continue to be performed regularly to
monitor the radiation hardness of the OT.
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Summary

I take it as a great privilege that for four years and a half already I have been around in this “Big
Bang business”. On these pages I would like to clarify what this has been about for me: from a general
introduction to cosmology to the research described in this thesis. Every now and then some corners are
cut short, but then again I do not intend to keep the reader busy with this for four years and a half...

Man in an expanding universe

As we cannot simply step out of it for a second, the universe should be studied from within. In this first
paragraph I want to explain briefly how man, despite its modest place in the universe, manages to extract
quantitative information from the night sky.

First of all we need a method to determine distances in the cosmos. In everyday life we perceive depth
when our brain compares the separate images caught by our left and right eye. The so-called “parallax
method” applies this same principle in astronomy. Two measurements, with an interval of six months, are
made of the angle that a star makes with the horizon. In these six months the earth changes its position:
she completes half of her orbit around the sun. Just like we do not see exactly the same with our left
and right eye, the two measurements of the position of the star yield two different results. From their
difference follows the distance to the star.

A second method makes use of the brightest light source we know in the universe: type IA supernovas.
These are enormous explosions that occur in some binary systems (two stars orbiting each other). They
are perfect to be used as lighthouses in the cosmos as, to a very good approximation, they are all equally
bright. That is to say: if they had all been equally distant. By comparing a supernova’s brightness with
those of another supernova whose distance to us we know, we find the distance to the first one.

Apart from the distance to a star we would also like to measure its velocity relative to us. This can for
example be done by employing the Doppler effect. Anyone who has ever seen a fire truck passing knows
this phenomenon. When the truck is approaching us the distance between two consecutive sound waves
shrinks, and we hear the siren at a higher tone then the firemen do themselves. Once the fire truck has
passed, its sound of waves reaching us are somewhat stretched out, and we perceive a lower tone.

This same effect also happens in the light waves that a star emits. When the star is moving towards
us, its light waves seem to be closer to each other. When she is moving from us, we measure a larger
distance between two consecutive wave fronts. By comparing a star’s emitted pattern to what we would
measure had she been at rest, we find its velocity.

In this same way Edwin Hubble measured the distances and relative velocities of many stars in the
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’20s of the last century. He found not only that all stars are moving from us, but also that their velocities
are proportional to their distances from us. A star that is three times further from us than another one,
is moving three times as fast from us. How is that possible? Hubble thought and concluded “Because
they all started in the same point!” The Big Bang theory had been born. Everything began at the same
point in space and time. Had this one star not been moving three times faster, it would not have got three
times further from us. We are observing the consequences of a cosmic explosion: after 13.8 billion years
pieces are still flying around.

The background radiation

After Hubble the picture of the expanding, cooling universe has been refined much further. Increasingly
precise measurements have yielded an ever more accurate model. This section is about one of the most
important observations, indispensable for this thesis: the cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation.
When the universe was about 380,000 years old, the temperature decreased such that free electrons could
no longer exist. Instead they got caught inside protons to form hydrogen. As a consequence, travelling
light particles (photons) did no longer scatter off electrons, and their (straight) path through the cosmos
was no longer disturbed. These photons are still travelling and produce a signal that we know as the CMB.
It was discovered in the ’60s by Penzias and Wilson in the US. Looking for something totally different,
they tried their very best to get rid of this “noise” signal. They even checked their telescope for pigeon
droppings, but the signal persisted to be there. At this point they were made aware of the work by George
Gamow, who was the first to speculate about the CMB. By chance Penzias and Wilson turned out to have
made a Nobelprize-worthy discovery: a baby picture of the universe. As the photons in the CMB have
travelled freely to us since 380,000 years after the Big Bang1, they contain a lot of information about the
early universe.

Symmetry on large scales...

Then what do we see in the CMB? In two words: complete symmetry. The CMB’s temperature is 2.73
Kelvin (≈ −270◦C), in all directions. This is a very surprising result. Two photons reaching a telescope
on earth from opposite directions, were very distant from each other when they began their journey. In
13.8 billion years such a photon travels 13.8 billion light years (not even taking into account the expansion
of the universe). At the start of their straight flight they were therefore more than 27 billion light years
apart. Now, Einstein prescribes that information can not travel faster than the speed of light. When the
CMB was emitted, the universe was about 380,000 years old. At that moment we expect that information
(like a temperature) can have travelled over 380,000 light years at most. It is therefore very surprising
that two photons that were more than ten thousand times further apart, still had managed apparently to
adjust to the same temperature.

The uniform CMB temperature fits in well with our general picture of the universe on large scales.
(Note that by “large” we here mean cosmologically large: length scales of 1024 meter and larger.) At such
scales the visible universe looks the same everywhere and in all directions. Again the question rises: what
caused all that homogeneity and isotropy?

1Note that the CMB was produced everywhere in the universe. Therefore there is no end to the CMB-bombardment. A
CMB photon that arrives on earth today was simply produced a bit further away than one that was detected last year.
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Projection of the temperature of the CMB. Red areas are a fraction warmer than the general background
temperature of 2.73 Kelvin, blue areas are somewhat colder. The difference between the warmest and
coldest spots is one thousandth of a degree. (esa.int/planck)

... perturbations on small scales

On smaller scales the universe is of course not at all that homogeneous. The closer we look, the more
“perturbations” of the cosmological equilibrium situation manifest themselves: from star clusters to this
booklet. This leads us to a second interesting question: what causes these perturbations? How do the
first lumps come about in the originally perfectly symmetric primordial soup? The answer is partly in the
background radiation. It turns out that on top of the universal background temperature of 2.73 Kelvin
there exist tiny temperature fluctuations: a photon from the one area is just one thousandth part of a
degree colder than a photon from another area. This indicates that when the CMB was emitted gravity
in such an area was just a tiny bit stronger than the global average2. At such a place the soup gets pulled
a bit more and a little clump is formed, which in turn pulls the rest a bit harder. With this principe the
structures in the current universe can be explained quite easily.

This answer to the question how structure formation begins instantly points to a new one: what causes
the temperature fluctuations in the CMB? How come that already when the universe was only 380,000
years old, gravity was not totally homogeneous anymore?

Cosmological inflation

The paradigm of cosmological inflation, proposed by Alan Guth in 1980 and further developed by (among
many others) Slava Mukhanov and Andrei Linde, solves both of the problems sketched above in one go.

2A stronger gravitational force at some place attracts more particles and therefore leads to a higher temperature. However,
it takes more energy now for a photon to escape. This is a stronger effect. The net result therefore is that we measure a
somewhat lower temperature.
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Cosmological inflation: an explosion of space itself. This artist’s impression shows what an “observer
outside the universe” would see. (scienceblogs.com)

Or better: in one explosion. The hypothesis is that when the universe was (much) younger than one
second, it has undergone an enormous expansion. This adds to the “standard” expansion measured by
Hubble. Guth demonstrated that if in a fraction of the first second the universe increases its size by a
factor of 1026 at least3, we can explain why it looks so homogeneous. According to Guth initially the
universe does not have to be that homogeneous. The consequence of the enormous expansion (inflation)
of the universe is that everything that we can see today, was confined to a very small space before inflation
took place. At such small scales it is not difficult to imagine homogeneity.

To understand how inflation solves the problem of structure formation as well, a bit more background
knowledge is needed. Einstein has shown by his famous formula E = mc2 that to create a particle with
mass m out of nothing, one needs an amount of energy of mc2. At the other hand there is quantum
mechanics stating that on the smallest length scales (the order of the size of an atom, about 10−10 meter)
there is always some uncertainty in the amount of energy. Even in the vacuum there can be some energy
for some short time. And where there is energy, there can be particles! Merging Einstein’s (special)
relativity with quantum mechanics shows that even in the vacuum two particles can be created out of
nothing, which after a short time collide and disappear in thin air again. The vacuum therefore is not
really empty. It is more like a boiling pot, with bubbles of the size of an atom.

The work done by Mukhanov has shown that during inflation this process of particle creation and
annihilation is hampered. Because of the very rapid expansion of the universe, both particles do not get
back to each other anymore. The bubbles in the vacuum do not disappear anymore, but are blown up
to sizes that exceed quantummechanical scales and that can influence the “big” world. In his famous
calculation, partly sketched in chapter 1, Mukhanov showed that blown up quantum bubbles precisely
form the seeds that (over the next 380,000 years) grow into the tiny temperature fluctuations in the CMB.
Ultimately all structure that we know originates from a pot of primordial soup that is boiling over!

In the last 30 years hundreds of models of inflation have been proposed. The most influential model
builder is probably Andrei Linde, who is also co-author of article [5] on which this thesis is based. Every

3This expansion is faster than the speed of light, but there is no violation of special relativity. It is space itself that is
expanding, there is no information travelling faster than light through space.
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The history of the universe. Before (and during) the Big Bang we know nothing. Inflation blows up a small,
causally connected part of space thereby generating the homogeneous universe that we observe. Quantum
bubbles (of the inflaton field) are stretched out and lead to the temperature fluctuations in the background
radiation. These evolve further to all structures we observe in the universe today. (scienceblogs.com)

model is characterized by the properties of the “inflaton” (the particle that causes inflation to happen)
and the forces that act on it. This leads to precise predictions of the statistical properties of the CMB
fluctuations that can be tested experimentally.

Inflation with the Higgs field

Recently there has been much attention for models that make the Higgs particle (discovered at CERN in
Geneva last year) responsible for inflation. This has the advantage that there is no need to postulate a new
particle (all other known particles are fundamentally incapable). Therefore the number of new parameters
to be determined experimentally is minimal. Even better: by combining the results of the LHC (like the
mass of the Higgs particle) with cosmological measurements of the CMB, the theory can really be tested.
At the moment the Higgs mass seems a tiny bit too small for the model to work. However there are still
too many issues not well understood, theoretical as well as experimental, to be able to draw a definitive
conclusion.

The chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis describe our research of one of these not well understood elements
of Higgs inflation. When the Higgs particle is used in the early universe as an inflaton, it has more freedom
of movement than when it is measured at CERN. The vibrations of the quantum field associated to the
Higgs particle follow a pattern that is more dynamical. That is why the usual Higgs theory needs to
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be generalized. In a simplified model we have precisely shown what are the consequences of these extra
dynamics, and shown how the theory is still “gauge invariant” (invariant under modification of certain
parameters).

Superinflation

Since the early ’70s there has been a lot of interest for supersymmetry, supergravitation and superstring-
theory. These “supertheories” have in common that, by proposing (many) new particles, some theoretical
shortcomings of the current standard theorem can be overcome. The ultimate goal: a theory that describes
gravity on quantum scales, has still not been found. However, the validity of standard theorems can be
stretched out to higher energy scales. Experimentally, however, no postulated new “superparticle” has
been found. Another problem is that the huge number of unknown parameters in these new theorems
drastically reduces their predictability.

The chapters 5 and 7 of this thesis describe how inflation can work in such a “super context”. Chapter
5 tries to decouple the dynamics of inflation as much as possible from the model’s other dynamics. In
this way inflation’s predictability can be maintained, even if there is so little quantitative information
available about the other (super)particles in the model. Chapter 7 shows how an existing model of
inflation can be made compatible with superstringtheory. This last theory requires the existence of extra
spatial dimensions, which are only observable on extremely high (experimentally unaccessible) energy
scales. Still these extra dimensions have some indirect influence on the physics on lower energy scales,
and we have shown under which conditions these new effects do not spoil inflation.

Particle production during inflation

Chapter 6 looks at a model in which during inflation extra particles are produced. It follows from adding
one new particle and one new coupling (between that particle and the inflaton) to the most standard
model of inflation. The question is now: which observable quantity is most sensitive to this new coupling,
and can therefore be used to constrain it? We have pointed out that, contrary to what was claimed in
literature, for once this observable was not to be found in the CMB. It turns out that the very limited
presence of a certain type of black holes in the universe puts the most stringent pressure on this proposed
coupling. We show as well how these same models can still work in an “superenvironment” (embedded in
a model of supergravitation).

Future research

So what is next now? I know more than four years and a half ago, but I have more questions as well.
At this point my first goal is to work out the model of Higgs inflation in much further detail. Different
research groups have different opinions on the theory’s precise predictions, and I first of all want to work
out how the effects studied by us further influence this debate. But there is so much more to do, also
because the new measurements of the PLANCK satellite constrain the existing models ever further. Less
than a hundred years after Hubble’s discovery cosmology has become a precision science. I am happy that
I will have three more years at least to work on that, at a place where the sun shines in daytime and the
stars light up at night...
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Summary

The retina of the eye is quite insensitive to these rays: the eye
placed close to the apparatus sees nothing.

W. C. Röntgen, 1895 [62].

Professor Röntgen calls these rays “X-rays”, as he says, for the sake of brevity
and probably to emphasize that, apart from the observation that bodies behave
to the X-rays as turbid media to light, he knew very little about the nature
of this phenomenon. To such an extent that he did not have any trouble in
placing his own eyes just in front of what seems to have been a rather powerful
radiation source if Platinum 2 mm thick allows some rays to pass. Today, we
are well aware of the dangers of such an action, and radiation protection teams
work hard in order to avoid such occurrences.

Apparently however, professor Röntgen was the first who, unwillingly, at-
tempted to detect X-rays with an energy sensitive pixel detector: the human
retina. Of course he could not see anything, because the retina is not at all
sensitive to X-rays. The technology required to realize energy sensitive X-ray
artificial retinas has become available only 100 years later. These detectors are
made by connecting a semiconductor pixel sensor to an energy resolving read-
out chip and can be employed to achieve color, i.e. material resolved, X-ray
imaging.

The principle of color vision in the retina relies on the presence of three
types of “pixels”, the cone receptor cells, each having its sensitivity peak at a
different wavelength. The incoming light spectrum is filtered by each receptor
and the image is decomposed onto a basis of three colors (red, green and blue,
see figure 7.1a).
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Following a different concept, spectroscopic pixel readout chips for semicon-
ductor X-ray detectors are able to separate an incoming radiation spectrum
into multiple energy channels, at the level of single pixels. Compared to the
retina principle, where three images in different color channels are obtained at
the expense of spatial resolution (one out of three receptors are used to form
each image), energy sensitive X-ray imaging devices allow for the formation of
multiple simultaneous images with no resolution loss (figure 7.1b).

We are able to see more “colors” in X-rays than in visible light. The question
that remains open is: what is color for X-rays?

In a similar way as different types of surfaces exhibit different reflection
properties of visible light, different materials are characterized by different X-
ray transmission properties. The X-ray spectrum reaching the detector pixel
thus bears information on the material traversed by the radiation along its path
from the source to the pixel.

Until recently, this information was completely lost, because X-ray detectors
were only able to measure one integral value, be it the total deposited energy
or, more recently, the total number of photons (the beam intensity). On the
contrary, spectroscopic X-ray detectors give the possibility to measure the full
energy spectrum, even if just coarsely binned, at single pixel level, which pro-
vides a handle to extract more significant knowledge on the material content of
the sample than the one encoded in a simple grayscale radiograph.

Spectral information can be used to identify different materials and their
distribution in the sample. If different colors are assigned to each material,
color X-ray imaging is achieved.

The set of 3D X-ray imaging techniques exploiting energy information is
called spectral Computed Tomography (CT). Spectral CT is a relatively new
field, due to the fact that energy sensitive X-ray imaging detectors only appeared
recently.

The main challenge in spectral CT is to answer the following question:

What is the best way to process spectral information from a
set of two-dimensional radiographs and realize color (i.e. material
resolved) X-ray three-dimensional imaging?

The aim of this thesis has been to answer this question for a specific set of
detectors, i.e. silicon sensors connected to the spectroscopic readout chips of
the Medipix family. The work needed to reach this goal not only involves the
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SUMMARY

(a) Human retina. (b) Medipix3 spectroscopic mode.

Figure 7.1: Image decomposition into color bases.

implementation of dedicated image reconstruction algorithms capable of han-
dling the spectral information measured by these detectors, but it also requires
a precise characterization of the properties of the silicon sensor. This knowledge
is necessary in order to implement the detector response in the reconstruction
phase.

In the first place, a calibration method is developed, needed in order to define
the detector energy scale. As monochromatic reference sources, the method
exploits fluorescence X-ray radiation emitted from elements that are excited by
the primary beam of an X-ray tube. A fitting procedure is designed to achieve
an efficient calibration of single pixels, which is crucial to correct for variations
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due to inter-pixel mismatches and to reach an equal response of the full detector.
To understand how an incoming X-ray spectrum is distorted due to detector

effects, the energy response function of the sensor has to be known. The strat-
egy adopted in this thesis is to reach this result with a fully measurement based
approach, in order to avoid biasing errors from the introduction of physics con-
stants and to avoid the need to calculate the electric field configuration, which
would require the precise knowledge of the doping profile of the sensor.

The measurement of the detector response function has been performed
through a test beam with relativistic charged particles and a synchrotron test
beam. Charged particles are used to study the transport properties of the sen-
sor. Exploiting the energy information provided by the pixel readout, the energy
deposition as a function of different positions in the pixel volume is determined.
This information is used to extract the evolution of the charge profile as a func-
tion of the drift distance. The particle beam is thus used as a micro-probe to
look at charge diffusion at microscopic level.

This information is exploited to implement a numerical framework for the
calculation of the detector energy response function. The synchrotron test beam
is needed to determine the values of the parameters of this model by compar-
ing the calculations with measurements. Using monochromatic synchrotron
radiation at different energies, the energy response function of the detector is
measured directly over a wide spectral range.

The energy response function is used to calculate the detected spectrum,
given an input spectrum coming from the transmission of an X-ray beam through
an object. This step is crucial for the implementation of a spectral CT recon-
struction algorithm suited for data taken with Medipix based silicon detectors.

As a proof of principle, an algorithm is derived by extending a conventional
iterative method in order to incorporate spectral information. The algorithm,
as formulated at this stage, is only applicable to a limited subset of sample
geometries. Nonetheless, the results not only show an example of material
resolved X-ray CT, but they also show the benefits arising from spectral CT
with respect to conventional CT. The quality of the reconstruction improves
as beam hardening artifacts are eliminated, which typically appear if spectral
information is not accounted for.

To obtain a more efficient implementation, a statistical reconstruction al-
gorithm is developed, based on a maximum likelihood principle. First results
on simulated data show the validity of the method and hint at the necessity
to further develop this research line in order to exploit the full potential of the
Medipix chip (and similar technologies) in X-ray imaging applications. The al-
gorithm is implemented using tools developed for the statistical treatment of
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SUMMARY

large amount of data from high energy physics, thus giving a demonstration of
how fundamental research can be exported to applications in other fields.

Although the results are derived only for a very specific type of detector
operated in a specific state (a 300 µm silicon sensor read out by a Medipix
chip and operated at 100 V bias) these devices, at these operating conditions,
are standard for the majority of the applications. The results, and especially
the methods, have thus a more general validity. First applications in several
fields, including medical, are not far away. The general belief is that once fully
understood and established, spectral CT will surely have a considerable impact
in the field of X-ray imaging.

Enrico Junior Schioppa
Amsterdam

30 November 2014
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Chapter 11

Summary and outlook

Modern physics successfully describes the structure and the processes of the
microscopic world. According to the established theory of the microscopic
world, The Standard Model (SM), the ordinary matter in the universe consists
of six quarks and six leptons, and its dynamics is dictated by the forces
between these constituents. In the SM, these forces are described by an
exchange of force carriers, called bosons.

Even though successful in general, the SM does fall short in answering
some important questions: little is known about the matter that constitutes
the majority of the mass of the universe or why we live in a matter rather than
anti-matter dominated universe. In search of these answers, physicists have
come up with many clever solutions. The successful SM could be extended
by postulating yet unseen New Physics (NP). For instance, these NP models
can be built by postulating supersymmetric partners of the observed particles
(SUSY), or additional Higgs-boson-like particles.

The NP models must be compatible with the verified SM predictions, while
they may predict new measurable but yet unverified e�ects. Particle physics
experiments look further than the already verified SM domain in various ways:
reaching for higher collision energies, devising new more precise measurements
of already observed processes, or searching for yet unobserved processes; in
all cases, the e�ects in which the NP predictions can di�er from the SM
ones are of interest. The rare B0

s and B0 meson decays into two muons (i.e.
B0

psq Ñ µ`µ´ in short) are a good example of a search for yet unobserved
processes.

The results from the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) experiments at CERN
have taken us closer to solving the big open problems. Perhaps the most
memorable results of 2011 and 2012, the so called “Run 1”, were the discovery
of the Higgs boson [4, 5] and the first evidence of B0

s meson decays to two
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178 Summary

muons (B0
s Ñ µ`µ´) [118], which were both long searched for. At the same

time, several hints of discrepancy with the SM hold promises of new exciting
results in the years to come.

The history of B0
psq Ñ µ`µ´ searches over 30 years is shown in Fig. 11.1.

This dissertation describes the B0
psq Ñ µ`µ´ searches at the LHC. It explains

why B0
psq Ñ µ`µ´ decays are interesting from the theoretical perspective,

how these decays were looked for in the LHCb experiment and what was
found [58], and how the B0

psq Ñ µ`µ´ analysis results from the LHCb ex-
periment were combined with the B0

psq Ñ µ`µ´ analysis results from another
experiment, CMS. The parts to which the author has contributed personally
are discussed in greater detail. In particular, these include improving the
trigger e�ciency estimation (Ch. 5), constructing the LHCb likelihood model
(Ch. 6), normalising the LHCb signal yields (Ch. 7), fitting it to the data to
obtain the results (Ch. 8), combining the LHCb and CMS likelihood models
and obtaining the combined results (Ch. 10). As is shown in Sec. 10.3, the
combination of the results leads to the first observation of the B0

s Ñ µ`µ´

decay and the first evidence of the B0
Ñ µ`µ´ decay [43].

The rate at which the decays proceed is expressed through the branching
fraction (B). The B0

s Ñ µ`µ´ (or B0
Ñ µ`µ´) branching fraction into a di-

muon final state is the fraction of B0
s Ñ µ`µ´ (or B0

Ñ µ`µ´) decays with
respect to all the possible B0

s (or B0) decays. The SM processes contributing
to the B0

psq Ñ µ`µ´ decays are well understood. In the SM, B0
psq Ñ µ`µ´

decays are suppressed by the GIM mechanism and proceed through higher
order loop diagrams (see Ch. 1 and Fig. 1.3). The SM B0

s and B0 meson
branching fractions to two muons are precisely predicted [41,43]:

BpB0
s Ñ µ`µ´

q “ p3.66 ˘ 0.23q ˆ 10´9, (11.1)
BpB0

Ñ µ`µ´
q “ p1.06 ˘ 0.09q ˆ 10´10. (11.2)

With these very low expected SM rates and loop processes dominating the
transition, it is likely that NP, especially in models with extended Higgs sec-
tors or additional bosons, significantly alters the B0

psq Ñ µ`µ´ decay probab-
ility.

The main results of the LHC B0
psq Ñ µ`µ´ searches are the measurements

of the B0
s and B0 meson branching fractions [43]:

BpB0
s Ñ µ`µ´

q

LHC
“

`

2.78 `0.66
´0.60pstatq

`0.27
´0.18psystq

˘

ˆ 10´9
p6.2‡q, (11.3)

BpB0
Ñ µ`µ´

q

LHC
“

`

3.94 `1.58
´1.41pstatq

`0.31
´0.24psystq

˘

ˆ 10´10
p3.2‡q. (11.4)

The branching fractions and the significances are extracted from the com-
bined CMS and LHCb likelihood model, shown together with the data in
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Fig u re 11. 1: The lo ng histo ry o f B0
psq Ñ µ`µ´ searches. The blu e and red marks

deno te the resu lts o f the B0
s Ñ µ`µ´ and B0

Ñ µ`µ´ searches, respectiv ely. U pper
limits, set by v ario u s searches thro u g ho u t the years, are sho w n to g ether w ith the
latest measu rements by CMS and LHCb.

Fig . 11. 2. The main co ntribu tio n to the u ncertainties is o f statistical natu re
and can be redu ced in the co ming years. Co mpared to the to tal u ncertainty,
the systematic u ncertainty amo u nts to 35% and 18% in the B0

s Ñ µ`µ´ and
B0

Ñ µ`µ´ branching fractio ns, respectiv ely. It arises fro m the sig nal no r-
malisatio n, the mis- identifi ed backg ro u nd yield estimatio n, and the di- mu o n
mass mo del. The u ncertainty in the measu red hadro nisatio n fractio n ratio
( fs{fd ) fro m Ref. [ 113] is the do minant systematic u ncertainty.

The impact o f the B0
psq Ñ µ`µ´ measu rements can be seen by co mparing

the ex clu ded parameter space o f v ario u s N P mo dels befo re and after the LHC
Ru n 1 resu lts ( see Fig . 11. 3) : w ith the resu lts fro m LHC, a larg e part o f the
parameter space is ex clu ded. Giv en the still larg e u ncertainty, the cu rrent
measu rement is co mpatible w ith the S M predictio ns. Ho w ev er, the N P mo dels
tend to hav e co mplex parameter spectra and they can seldo m be ex clu ded by
the measu rement o f a sing le o bserv able. S izeable N P co ntribu tio ns can still
be present in o ther o bserv ables ev en if the measu red B0

s Ñ µ`µ´ branching
fractio n is clo se to the S M v alu e. Therefo re, fu tu re e�o rts hav e to be directed
o n o ne hand to impro v e the precisio n o f the branching fractio n measu rements
and o n the o ther to measu re additio nal o bserv ables.

The o bserv atio n o f the B0
s Ñ µ`µ´ decay and the ev idence o f the B0

Ñ

µ`µ´ decay are the cu lminatio n o f 30 years o f ex perimental B0
psq Ñ µ`µ´
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searches, and o pen the po ssibility o f precise measu rements o f these chan-
nels. As po inted o u t in Ref. [ 129] , the B0

s Ñ µ`µ´ decay is a theo retically
clean pro be fo r the W ilso n co e�cient CR

10 . A mo re precise determinatio n o f
this co e�cient is mandato ry in the lig ht o f sev eral tensio ns in o ther decays in-
v o lv ing b Ñ s transitio ns, su ch as B0

Ñ K˚0µ`µ´ [ 130] , and B`
Ñ K`µ`µ´

and B`
Ñ K`e`e´ [ 131] ; mo re string ent co nstraints o n CR

10 are necessary
in o rder to identify N P co ntribu ting to o ther W ilso n co e�cients, su ch as CR

9 .
Mo reo v er, the cu rrent best B0

Ñ µ`µ´ branching fractio n measu rement is
mo re than three times hig her than w hat the S M predicts. This ex cess needs
to be inv estig ated and measu red w ith a better precisio n.

Mo re precise measu rements w ill already be po ssible in the LHC Ru n 2. At
the time o f w riting , the LHCb has reco rded 0.32 fb´1 o f pro to n- pro to n co llisio n
data at

?

s “ 13 TeV ( eq u iv alent to 0.5 fb´1 at
?

s “ 8 TeV) . The ex pected
u ncertainties fo r the fu tu re LHCb analysis are sho w n in Fig . 11. 4. Tw o po s-
sible near- fu tu re scenario s fo r the B0

psq Ñ µ`µ´ stu dies in LHCb are sho w n
in Fig . 11. 5. Assu ming the cu rrent analysis sensitiv ity, detecto r perfo rmance,
and the measu red B0

Ñ µ`µ´ branching fractio n, the LHCb ex periment has
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B0

psq Ñ µ`µ´ analysis w ith 2011 data [ 125] ; the lig ht blu e ellipse o n the rig ht fi g u re
deno tes the latest co mbined CMS and LHCb measu rement [ 43] .

a g o o d chance to measu re an ev idence fo r a no n- S M B0
Ñ µ`µ´ branching

fractio n v alu e! The po ssibility o f an N P enhanced B0
Ñ µ`µ´ branching

fractio n makes the B0
Ñ µ`µ´ measu rement the mo st aw aited resu lt o f the

nex t LHCb B0
psq Ñ µ`µ´ analysis.

The impact o f the B0
s Ñ µ`µ´ measu rements has also been stu died in

mo dels w ith tree- lev el co ntribu tio ns fro m di�erent types o f new particles [ 28,
29] . S u ch co ntribu tio ns co u ld arise fro m new heav y v ecto r bo so ns, as predicted
in v ario u s Z 1 and Little Hig g s mo dels, o r fro m new scalar o r pseu do - scalar
particles, as predicted in di�erent types o f tw o - Hig g s do u blet ( 2HDM) mo dels
( see S ec. 1. 4, Fig . 1. 8) .

The cu rrent situ atio n can be co nsiderably impro v ed by measu ring an ad-
ditio nal o bserv able, the mass- eig enstate asymmetry in B0

s Ñ µ`µ´ , Aµ`µ´
�� .

At this mo ment, the size o f the still allo w ed parameter space su g g ests that
the pseu do - scalar Hig g s ( A0 ) and scalar Hig g s ( H0 ) do minated 2HDMs are
less fav o u red by the measu rement, and that mo dels w ith new heav y g au g e
bo so ns, su ch as Z 1 , are less co nstrained by the measu rement. To g ether w ith a
mo re precise B0

s Ñ µ`µ´ branching fractio n measu rement, the Aµ`µ´
�� meas-

u rement w ill be an impo rtant fu tu re step in the B0
psq Ñ µ`µ´ analyses. As

su g g ested in Ref. [ 27] , Aµ`µ´
�� can be ex tracted fro m the lifetime distribu tio n
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Figure 11.4: The expected uncertainties in the B0
s Ñ µ`µ´ (left) and the

B0
Ñ µ`µ´ (right) branching fractions, shown as a function of the pp collision data

expected in the LHCb Run 2. The studies assume SM branching fraction values, and
Run 1 analysis sensitivity and detector performance.

of the B0
s Ñ µ`µ´ decays. Depending on the result, a measurement of Aµ`µ´

��
could distinguish between scalar, pseudo-scalar, and gauge boson exchange in
B0

s Ñ µ`µ´ [27, 28].
In summary, the results of the B0

psq Ñ µ`µ´ branching fraction meas-
urements presented in this dissertation, have had a significant impact in the
search of NP, reducing a large part of the parameter space of NP models. The
improvement in the measurements expected in the coming years, as well as
the possibility of measuring new observables such as Aµ`µ´

�� , hold promises of
new exciting results and will be a strategical goal of the LHCb experiment.
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Figure 11.5: The invariant di-muon mass distribution in the LHCb B0
psq Ñ µ`µ´

analysis on Run 1 data sample (left), and on the simulated data samples expected
to be collected by the LHCb at the end of 2018, shown for the SM B0

psq Ñ µ`µ´

branching fraction hypothesis (middle), and the measured branching fraction hypo-
thesis (right). The simulated data samples include the Run 1 sample, and assume
the Run 1 detector performance and analysis sensitivity.
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S Summary

Elementary particle physics describes and measures the properties of the small-
est, most fundamental particles that make up the universe. The Standard
Model of elementary particle physics (SM) provides a fundamental description
of particles, their dynamics and interactions. The particles embedded into the
theory are, a priori, massless, while observed particles have mass. In order to
explain the origin of the elementary particle masses, the Brout-Englert-Higgs
mechanism is introduced. The complex Higgs field introduces a spontaneous
breaking of the electroweak (EW) gauge group when it acquires a non-vanishing
vacuum expectation value. The Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism introduces the
existence of one real scalar field, with the Higgs boson as excitation, however
it does not predict its mass. To verify that the Higgs mechanism is the origin
of elementary particle masses is one of the main goals of the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) programs at CERN.
Before the start of the LHC, there was no experimental evidence of the exis-
tence of the Higgs boson, and limits on the Higgs boson mass were set by the
Large Electron-Positron Collider (LEP) [1] and Tevatron [2]. The Higgs boson
masses below 114 GeV and in the range of 158-175 GeV have been excluded
by these experiments. The first run of the LHC (Run 1), which collected data
between 2010 and 2012, discovered a new particle of a mass around 125 GeV in
2012 [3, 4]. Precision measurements of the Higgs boson properties are ongoing
in the second run of the LHC (Run 2) with an increased beam energy.

This thesis gives an overview of the precision measurements of the Higgs
boson properties, with reinterpretations of the Run 1 results, results of the
ongoing Run 2 and prospects for the full second run and the High Luminosity
LHC (HL-LHC).
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With the measured mass of the Higgs boson, all other properties of the SM
Higgs boson, such as its production cross section and decay widths, are pre-
dicted by the SM. In the ongoing second run of the LHC (Run 2) the couplings
of the Higgs boson are further studied, including the production cross sections
and decay widths. The measured total pp → H cross sections measured in
Run 1 and Run 2 are summarised in figure S.1. No significant deviation from
the Standard Model predictions is observed.
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Figure S.1: Total pp→ H cross sections measured at different centre-of-mass
energies, compared to SM predictions at up to N3LO in QCD. The grey bands
on the combined measurements represent the systematic uncertainty, while the
black lines are the total uncertainties. The light blue band represents the QCD
scale uncertainty and the dark blue band represents the total uncertainty on
the theory prediction, assuming a Higgs boson mass of 125.09 GeV.

The expected improvement on the measurement of the coupling of the Higgs
boson to vector bosons, κV , and the coupling to fermions, κf , is shown in figure
S.2. The improvements at high luminosity compared to Run 2 are a factor of
2-3, particularly without the inclusion of the current theoretical systematic
uncertainties. The scenario without systematics is included as a benchmark,
since systematic uncertainties are expected to improve in the future, but no
firm prediction exists on the expected rate of improvement.
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Even with the discovery of the Higgs boson, the SM is not a complete theory
of nature, as it does not answer several fundamental questions satisfactory.
Proposed solutions for open questions often predict modifications or exten-
sions of the minimal scalar sector that is embedded in the SM. Models with
fundamental physics beyond the SM, such as composite Higgs boson models,
theories with two Higgs doublets, Supersymmetry (SUSY) and models with a
dark matter candidate, make predictions for modified couplings of the observed
Higgs boson with a mass around 125 GeV. Data coming from the detectors
of the LHC can be compared with these Beyond the Standard Model (BSM)
theories.

The studies of the tensor structure of the Higgs boson couplings to gauge
bosons are based on signal models including at most one or two beyond-the-
standard-model couplings contributing at a time, with all remaining Beyond
the Standard Model (BSM) parameters set to zero. For Run 2, it is envisioned
to have signal models which depend on a larger number of coupling parameters
simultaneously considered. These coupling parameters in the Higgs coupling
to SM particles change the predicted cross section, as well as the shape of
differential distributions. In this context, it is necessary to revise the existing
signal modelling methods that only modify signal rates and provide alternatives
which are better suited to describe both signal rate and shape changes in a
n-dimensional parameter space. For this purpose, a morphing method has been
developed and implemented. It provides a continuous description of arbitrary
physical signal observables such as cross sections or differential distributions in
a multidimensional space of coupling parameters. The morphing-based signal
model is a linear combination of a minimal set of orthogonal base samples (tem-
plates) spanning the full coupling parameter space. The weight of each template
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is derived from the coupling parameters appearing in the signal matrix ele-
ment. A simplified illustration of the morphing procedure is shown in figure S.3.

Morphing example
SM

Mix

BSM

Interference

 = 1

 = 0.9

+1

�1

�1

 = 1.1

Katharina Ecker Run-2 H4l Tensor Structure Measurements 26.06.2015 10 / 16
Figure S.3: Illustration of the morphing procedure in a simple showcase.

The morphing method has been shown to perform as expected using generator-
level and reconstruction-level distributions. In addition, a preliminary study
on the impact of BSM coupling parameters in the context of VBF Higgs boson
production has been performed, acting both as a proof-of-concept for elabo-
rate studies using this method and as a showcase for the performance of the
morphing method. This method is capable of continuously morphing signal
distributions and rates based on a minimal orthogonal set of independent base
samples. Therefore it allows to directly fit for the coupling parameters that
describe the SM and possibly non-SM interaction of the Higgs boson with
fermions and bosons of the SM.
A method for optimising the sample basis has been proposed which could
reduce the error arising from statistical precision of the input samples.
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Within the Standard Model (SM) the Higgs must be a CP even scalar, a spin 0
particle. However, many BSM theories predict the existence of additional Higgs
bosons which can be CP even, CP odd, or, as a result from the superposition of
CP eigenstates, partially violating the CP symmetry. With the data collected
at the ATLAS detector during Run 2 of the LHC it is possible to measure
the CP properties of the coupling of the Higgs boson to top quarks for the
first time. To reveal the CP structure of the Higgs boson coupling to top
quarks, CP sensitive observables have to be considered to perform a direct
measurement. Due to the conservation of angular momentum, a particularly
promising CP sensitive observable is the azimuthal angle between two final
state jets (∆Φjj). As a result gluon-gluon fusion accompanied by two jets will
be a very promising channel in which the CP structure of the Higgs boson
coupling to top quarks can be measured [162]. Using the morphing method
described in this thesis, a direct measurement is performed on the sensitivity of
mixing angle α between a CP even and a CP odd Higgs boson. The expected
result of this measurement is shown in figure S.4.

Higgs boson coupling measurements from the combination of multiple produc-
tion and decay channels have been used to indirectly search for new physics.
The results are based on up to 4.7 fb−1 of pp collision data at

√
s = 7 TeV and

20.3 fb−1 at
√
s = 8 TeV recorded by the ATLAS experiment at the LHC. No

significant derivation from the SM expectation is found in the observables stud-
ied, which are used to constrain various models of new phenomena. Projections
have been derived for 300 fb−1 and 3000 fb−1 of pp collision data at

√
s = 14

TeV expected to be collected by the ATLAS experiment, assuming the data
follows the SM expectation. Figure S.5 shows as an example the region of the
parameter space of a two Higgs doublet model that can be excluded with 300
fb−1 and 3000 fb−1 of data, assuming the data follows the expectation of a
standard model Higgs boson.
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Figure S.5: Regions of the (cos(β−α), tanβ) plane of a model with an additional
Higgs doublet, where α is the angle between a CP even and CP odd Higgs boson
and β is the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs boson.
(a) Shows the excluded region by fits to the measured rates of Higgs boson
production and decays and (b) shows the expected region to be excluded by fits
to the measured rates of Higgs boson production and decays. The confidence
intervals account for a possible relative sign between different couplings. The
expected likelihood contours where −2 ln Λ = 6.0, corresponding approximately
to 95% CL (2σ), are indicated assuming the SM Higgs sector. The light shaded
and hashed regions indicate the observed and expected exclusions, respectively.

Higgs physics at the ATLAS detector has reached an exciting new phase of
precision measurements, but the analyses are still mostly set up for conducting
searches. The research shown in this thesis has provided measurements in the
Higgs sector, placed limits on new physics, and, with the Analytic Lagrangian
Morphing tool, opened the door for precision measurements of Higgs physics
at the LHC. Searches for extensions to the standard model can be performed
with this tool, and will provide accurate possible predictions for any Standard
Model and beyond the standard model parameters. Whilst this technique
for analytic morphing is becoming widely accepted within the ATLAS Higgs
group and was included in the recommendation in the Handbook of LHC
Higgs Cross Sections (Yellow Report 4) [6], it can also be used within searches
for BSM contributions to top-quark physics, precision measurements of EW
processes and for measurements of processes such as triple gauge couplings.
An exciting, interesting and productive new phase of precision measurements
in Higgs physics at the ATLAS detector has started.
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Summary

In the next lines I will try to explain why I dedicated almost 4 years of studies to
a phenomenon that presumably lasted 10−33 (zero comma thirty-two zeroes and
then a one) seconds,1 and that we think happened 13.8 billion years before this
thesis was written.

Panku the giant

“[...] his sweat became rain and dew, meanwhile, all the stars in the sky were born
from his hair. In this way, Panku, the giant, made the World.”

(Chinese creation myth)

Since cultures exist, Homo Sapiens has always wondered what’s behind the origin
and the appearance of the Universe in which he ended up. In every civilization,
myths served to this need. They contained the answers to these questions.

The difference between the last hundred years and the previous 70 thousand is that
in the last century these questions can be answered scientifically. This means that
we first have to admit our ignorance. Then we start building a story about our
Universe based on equations and mathematical models. The story usually makes
some predictions on what telescopes and satellites are going to observe. Every time
an observation confirms a small piece of the story, we start to trust it a little bit
more. Ultimately we have a theory which represents our most up-to-date version
of reality (but which is still falsifiable).

Let us consider the theory of Big Bang. In 1927 a Belgian priest and astronomer,
Georges Lemaitre, applied the equations of the new theory of gravity (general
relativity) to the entire Universe. The result was surprising: the Universe might

1The exact values are model dependent but the orders of magnitude are always similar.
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be expanding.2 Two years later Edwin Hubble, an American astronomer, finalized
a series of observations from which he concluded that all the galaxies are moving
away from us. Remarkably, he noted that the further the galaxy the higher was its
recession velocity. The observations made by Hubble led to a simple and possible
conclusion: the Universe is expanding. It is not hard to understand why. Consider
a panettone, an Italian Christmas “cake” which contains raisins. The panettone is
the Universe while the raisins are the galaxies (see picture). Consider three raisins
A,B and C. At a given time A and C are separated by a length which is two times
the distance between A and B. If after an hour the panettone has rises doubling
its dimensions, than A and C will move apart with a speed which is two times the
velocity with which A and B are separated.

A panettone as an expanding Universe. The three raisins A,B and C are three galaxies.

An expanding Universe has a logical consequence: there should be a moment in
the past where everything was close and packed into a small volume with high
density and temperature, the so called Big Bang.

Today, the notion of a Universe that is expanding from a point with high density
is taken for granted. In order to understand why the result was completely un-
expected at that time we have to look back and think as an astronomer at the
beginning of the twentieth century. If you were born at that time, everybody
around you, from the priest to the most respected scholar, once questioned on the
issue, would have replied that the Universe was something static. In the end, by
contemplating every day and every year the same celestial dynamics you would
have agreed. For two thousand years, Aristotle’s view prevailed that the Universe
was eternal and immutable, with no beginning. Even if scientists had overcome
most of Aristotle’s ideas, they were still happy with an eternal Universe. This

2In his original paper (in French), Lemâıtre collected the few data available at that time which
roughly supported his idea. Laimatre himself chose to omit them from the translated English
version after the publication of the more complete results of Hubble.
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saved them from speculating about what causes its beginning. Even those who
believed that the Universe had a beginning were still persuaded that from the
creation onwards nothing had been changed. Einstein himself, not exactly a con-
servative, after realizing that his theory led to an expanding Universe decided to
introduce an additional term to his equations, the so called cosmological constant,
in order to obtain a static Universe aligned with his beliefs. Later on Einstein
declared this was one of his worst mistakes.3 In short, the Hubble’s revolutionary
observations had a counterpart in Lemâıtre’s theoretical derivation. Is this enough
to conclude that we are still observing the consequences of a Universe that has
started is expansion from a very hot and dense state?

No. A scientific theory able to explain one observation can be easily replaced by
an alternative description (for example the “steady state model” was popular at
that time). This is true in particular if the world view offered by the theory is in
contrast with all beliefs of its epoch. The moment in which scientists started to take
seriously the Big Bang hypothesis is when they realized that the same description
had new implications that could be tested. In 1948, physicists Alpher and Gamow
showed that the abundance of hydrogen and helyum could be explained by the
Big Bang hypothesis. Moreover, together with another physicist, Herman, they
made a new prediction: if the Universe evolved from a primordial hot and dense
state, the expansion and subsequent cooling led to an inescapable fact: it must
exist a ubiquitous radiation, the so called Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB).
The observation of the CMB is now considered the biggest evidence in favour of
the Big Bang as well as fundamental for the work of this thesis.

When the Universe was about 380 thousand years old, the temperature had de-
creased enough such that free electrons in the primordial plasma were caught by
the protons to form hydrogen atoms. As a result, photons, the light particles,
no longer scattered with this sea of electrons anymore, but they were allowed to
propagate freely for the first time. Some of these photons reach our Earth today
after a journey 13.8 billion years long. This is the Cosmic Microwave Background.
It is as if the Universe was permeated by a dense fog in the past. At a given time
the fog disappeared and the light started to travel freely from every point and in
all directions. Photons coming from regions close to us have reached us in the past
while the ones further away reach us today. Thus, these photons show us how the
Universe looked like when the “fog” disappeared 380 thousand years after the Big
Bang.

3Recently (1998), from the observations of type Ia Supernovas, it has been discovered that
our Universe is undergoing a phase of accelerating expansion. This can be explained by adding
the cosmological constant to Einstein’s equations. Thus, it seems that Einstein was meant to
introduce futuristic concepts even when he made mistakes.
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The CMB is the oldest light reaching our telescopes. It surrounds us as a sphere at the
edge of our observable Universe. The figure shows the projection of this sphere where
temperature fluctuations have been highlighted. These correspond to regions of slightly
different densities at the time the Universe was 380 thousand years old.

In 1964 in New Jersley, two physicists working for a telecommunications company,
Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson, were experimenting with an antenna to capture
astronomical radio signals. In the same way as one tries to tune to a radio sta-
tion but an annoying noise mumbles in the background, there was an interference
bothering their apparatus. They tried everything to get rid of this noise, they even
cleaned up the excrements of some pigeons who nested on the antenna. After a
year of attempts they called their colleagues in Stanford. Their perseverance has
led them to a Nobel prize worthy discovery: the noise captured was the Cosmic
Microwave Background.

The CMB bombards us from all directions with photons of the same temperature.
Today we know with high precision that the CMB temperature is 2.73 K (about
-270 ◦ C) plus or minus tiny variation of the order of 0.000001 K.4 We will get
back to those fluctuations later. If different regions share the same information (in
this case the temperature), it is reasonable to assume that there was a moment
in the past where they have interacted. Two photons reaching the Earth from
two opposite directions traveled 13.8 billion light years each. Without taking
into account the expansion of Universe, this means that these two photons were
separated by a distance greater than 27 billion light years when they start their
journey. The contradiction is clear. How is it possible that regions so widely
displaced could have interacted if the Universe was only 380 thousand years old
at the time the CMB was emitted?

One could argue that, maybe, at the beginning of its expansion the Universe was
4As a consequence of the expansion of the Universe, these photons reach us after loosing most

of their energy.
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A tiny fragment of the primordial Universe inflated resulting in our observable Universe.

already in a homogeneous state. This is an assumption or a tweak (fine-tuning) on
the initial conditions that physicists do not like to consider. I will use a metaphor
to persuade the reader that this is more than a whim. Suppose that in an exam
with a huge number of participants, let us say5 1060, everybody gets the same
score. Would you think that the attendants received a common hint before the
exam or that the result is just a coincidence?

An impressive expansion

In 1980 Alan Guth, an American cosmologist, proposed a simple solution to solve
the homogeneity puzzle: well before reaching its first second of life, our Universe
underwent an exponential expansion, growing by a factor 1026 within a fraction of
a second. In order to appreciate this number one can think that in proportion it
is as if the Universe expanded, in a fraction of a second, from the dimensions of a
bacteria (10−6 m) to 100 times the dimensions of our galaxy (the Milky Way has
a diameter which is roughly 100 thousand light years ≈ 1020 m).

This impressive expansion, called cosmic inflation, inflated a tiny fragment of
the primordial Universe to what now is our observable Universe, which is thus
homogeneous. Still, it is legitimate to ask whether this is enough to be confident
that the first second of our Universe has been characterized by such an impressive
expansion? Most likely, this would have not been enough to explain the great
popularity the theory has today. Even if inflation was introduced to solve the
problem mentioned above, its big success lies in the fact that a period of inflation
can explain, in a simple and elegant way, another observation: our Universe has

5The number is obviously bigger than the world population, but these are the number of
causally disconnected regions with the same temperature in the CMB.
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small inhomogeneities such as our galaxy or our planet.

Let’s back up. Thanks to the contribution of different satellites today we know
that the CMB temperature is almost homogeneous. Remember the tiny variation
of the order of 0.000001 K? It means that, at the time the CMB was emitted, some
regions were slightly colder than the average. This implies that in these regions
gravity was a little bit stronger than the average. Over there, matter starts to
accumulate growing little by little under the effect of gravity. The subsequent
evolution creates the structures we observe in the Universe today.
But how is this all related to inflation?

Well, a period of inflation provides a mechanism that explains in a rather surpris-
ing fashion, how the tiny temperature variation of the CMB originates. In order to
have an idea of how this mechanism works we introduce a couple of concepts that
will also be helpful later on. Thus, the patience of the reader will be rewarded
twice. Quantum mechanics, the branch of physics that studies the microscopic
world (sizes comparable to atomic distances), teaches us that there is always an
unremovable uncertainty in the amount of energy present in a system. From this
uncertainty and from the famous Einstein formula E = mc2, two particles can be
created out of the vacuum for a short period of time. Thus, it is advantageous to
picture the vacuum not just as empty space, but as if it is full of particles con-
tinuously arising and annihilating. During a period of exponential expansion like
inflation, these fluctuations are stretched and amplified until scales able to influ-
ence the gravity of the macroscopic world. Mukhanov, Starobinsky and Hawking
first showed independently how the fluctuations generated during inflation have
a counterpart in the tiny temperature variations of the CMB. Therefore, the in-
flationary hypothesis provides us with the exciting possibility to relate what we
observe in the sky with what could have happened a fraction of a second after the
Big Bang.

Everything looks beautiful so far, however, we are still not able to bring a satis-
factory answer to the following question: who or what was responsible for such
an impressive expansion? Since inflation was introduced hundreds of models and
possible scenarios have been proposed. Each model describes the dynamics of the
inflaton, the particle (or more general, the physical mechanism) responsible for
inflation. This provides precise predictions for the properties of the CMB (such as
the size and the distribution of the temperature fluctuations) that can be tested
by observations.6

The approach mainly considered in this thesis is based on Ockham’s razor. In order
to be the inflaton a particle needs to have a certain intrinsic property. The only

6The equations describing this mechanism have been briefly summarized in chapter one.
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particle with this property, that has been proved to exist, is the Higgs boson which
was discovered in 2012 at the particle accelerator of CERN in Geneva (LHC). A
minimal approach suggests the Higgs boson as a candidate to be the inflaton and
models in this direction have been proposed. Despite that the energy scales at the
LHC are high (of the order of thousands of electron-volts), these are still ten orders
of magnitude lower than the typical energy scale relevant during the inflationary
era. The question now arises: If we know only the properties of the Higgs boson
at low energy, how can we describe its behaviour at the inflationary scales and
make reliable predictions about the CMB?

Running in the early Universe

The motivation behind this thesis is to relate what we observe in telescope and
with satellites (the properties of the CMB) to the Higgs parameters measured
at CERN. These parameters, called coupling constants, are the equivalent of the
electric charge for an electron.

Let us remember what we have just learned: given an inflationary model this
provides predictions for the features of the CMB. However, we cannot simply
describe the dynamics of inflation with the parameters measured at low energy
for a reason that might seem counterintuitive: the value of the parameters change
with the energy. The coupling constant are not really constant!

In order to understand this concept consider the electric charge. This parameter
measures the repulsion strength between two electrons. Approximately, we can
think to measure this charge by shooting an “electron probe” towards another
electron and observe the following bounce. Do you remember that the vacuum is
not exactly empty? The same is true for the space surrounding the electron. It
is more like a boiling pot with particles and antiparticles (with opposite charge)
that are created and disappear. These restless vacuum fluctuations form a cloud
around the electron that “screens” the electric charge. In our experiment, the
higher the energy of the probe electron is the “more deeply” it will penetrate in
the cloud. In this way it will “feel” a different charge.

To be able to make predictions about the CMB, the Higgs parameters are the
ones that we would have liked to determine during the period of inflation (at high
energies), but since we were not in a position to do so at that time, we have to
find a way to derive them from our experimental results found at lower energies.
One of the main goal of this thesis has been to understand how the parameters
change by increasing the energy, in physical language they run, until the typical
energy scales of the primordial Universe. Thus, we have studied the running in
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the early Universe.

In particular, in chapter 3 we analyzed in detail the most popular model in which
the Higgs is the inflaton, so-called Higgs inflation. We asked if the predictions
of this model for the CMB are consistent with a rigorous study of the running
of the parameters. In computing how the parameters run across many orders of
magnitude another aspect has to be carefully taken into account. Well above the
energy tested in our experiments new particles or new phenomena that we do
not know at the moment (in short we refer to them with the name new physics)
may turn up (remember E = mc2). This new physics will participate as well in
the “dance” of the vacuum fluctuations. As a consequence, the running of the
parameters can be affected. Thus, it has been necessary to properly parameterize
the effects of new physics. What we have discovered is that, surprisingly, the
predictions are independent of the contribution of new physics and in perfect
agreement with the observations of the Planck satellite.7

In chapter 4 we have extended the previous result to a broader class of inflationary
models. Setting aside Ockham’s razor for a moment, we show that the mathemati-
cal structure of these models (of which Higgs inflation represents a particular case)
guarantees the robustness of their predictions once the running of the parameters
is taken into account.

Finally, in chapter 5, we have considered an alternative to Higgs inflation, simply
labeled as new Higgs inflation, which does not belong to the class studied in chapter
4. By tracing back the history of our Universe, we show that the predictions of this
model are sensitive to the running of the couplings. This weakens the predictivity
of this model but also shows its sensitivity to new physics which thus can be probed.
The main goal of this last chapter was to show that in general the running of the
parameters is fundamental to sensibly compare a model to the data.

It is interesting to note that the main motivation behind building Higgs inflation-
ary models was the request for minimality: to avoid introducing in our theoretical
model additional physics and particles. However, as our analysis shows (as well
as other studies on the subject), the introduction of new physics is somehow un-
avoidable to consistently explain how present-day particle physics is related to the
physics of inflation. For physicists this is not necessary bad news. Usually we are
happy when we realize that what we know is not everything there is to know.
Is it not true that by admitting our ignorance this story has begun?

7More precisely, unless the effect is so strong that a period of inflation is precluded, the
predictions for Higgs inflation remain stable against the contribute of new physics. That’s the
reason for the title “UV (in)sensitivity of higgs inflation”.
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English summary

The common thread of the research presented in this thesis is performing tests of
the strong-field dynamics of the theory of general relativity using gravitational waves.
The main goal of this summary is to make sense of the previous sentence.

I will explain these concepts to the interested reader that does not have background
in physics and perhaps for those who simply wish to refresh their memory. The theory
of general relativity can be rather counter-intuitive and I will only be able to skim its
4-dimensional surface, so please forgive me for being brief on such a widely fascinating
and complex topic.

Relativity

Before we get into general relativity (GR) we should first refresh our knowledge of
the theory of relativity itself; a theory that everyone is familiar with whether they
realize it or not.

First we will need to get some terminology out of way. When I speak of a frame
of reference (sometimes I will just say “frame”), think of it as an observer performing
his or her physics experiment. A frame of reference is always indicated by 3 spatial
coordinates, a time coordinate and possibly some velocity or even acceleration. A
frame of reference could for example be a moving car, an elevator, or a stationary
room. Certain physical processes may appear differently when observed from different
frames of reference. A simple example would be a balloon in a car: The balloon will
behave differently in an accelerating car than it does in a parked car. An important
special frame of reference is the inertial frame; a frame that is not accelerating. An
inertial frame moving at some velocity is said to be in uniform motion. To make sure
the laws of physics make sense to any observer, we need rules to transform from one
frame to another. When some description of a physical process changes when we do
this it is said to be invariant under this particular transformation.

The principle of relativity is not a novel concept in physics. Galileo Galilei already
proposed that for the laws of mechanics there is no preferred state of motion for any
particular inertial observer. This means that the laws of mechanics are the same for
any inertial frame of reference regardless of its velocity. This can easily be made
intuitive: Consider opening a bag of cookies upside down, surely you expect the
cookies to fall to the ground approximately vertically. Now suppose you are standing
in a high speed train travelling at a smooth constant speed of 300 km/h. Once again
you clumsily open the bag of cookies upside down. Now, surely you do not expect
the cookies to fly in your face at 300 km/h. This is the concept of relativity that is
intuitive to us and it is often referred to as Galilean relativity.

In this principle of relativity, absolute velocities are not measurable. Consider
once more that you are the observer in the train. If you are unable to look outside
and thus unable to see the landscape moving past, you have no way of determining
whether you are moving or not. Movement can only be measured relative to other
frames of reference or when uniform motion is interrupted. When the train enters a
sharp bend or when the tracks are no longer smooth, you are no longer in an inertial
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Figure 6.1: left: A car traveling toward us in uniform motion. right: The same
car going around a bend, exhibiting noticeably non-uniform motion.

frame and this can be measured. Fig. 6.1 demonstrates the difference with a car, and
for completeness, another bag of cookies. What you experience is force and Newton
describes force to be a result of acceleration and not mere motion. Newton states
that as long as an object is not accelerating, no matter how fast it moves, no force
acts upon it.

So far we only considered the laws of mechanics (how stuff moves). Things get
more interesting when electromagnetism is taken into account. Newton thought that
light was made of particles moving at some velocity and following the same laws of
mechanics as everything else. Early in the nineteenth century however it was shown
that light behaves as waves. This lead to the assumption that light must travel
through some medium like sound waves through the air or ripples on the surface of a
pond. Another important observation was that James Clerk Maxwell’s equations that
accurately describe electromagnetism, were not invariant when going from one moving
frame of reference to another. Even at low velocities the electric and magnetic fields
become messy and nonphysical when we try to do this. Hendrik Lorentz devised
a transformation under which Maxwell’s equations do behave. His transformation
works by deforming the medium through which light was thought to propagate.

The existence of a medium through which light propagates, called the Ether, was
later disproved by an experiment performed by Michelson and Morley. This resulted
in another significant discovery. Scientists were able to prove that the speed by which
light propagates must be the same for all observers: The speed of light (in vacuum)
is a constant!

This is where Einstein comes in. He was rethinking the way space and time behave
starting with two assumptions: 1) The speed of light is constant for all observers and
2) the laws of physics must be the same for all inertial observers. The second can
be rephrased a bit more technically by stating that the laws of physics must be
invariant under a transformation between inertial frames. He already knew that the
Lorentz transformation was required to achieve this for electromagnetism. Einstein
then realized that the one transformation that worked with electromagnetism implied
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that the laws of mechanics too must hold under the Lorentz transformation. What
followed was what we now know as the special theory of relativity. In the special
theory of relativity all the laws of physics hold under a single transformation by
allowing not some Ether, but space and time itself to deform.

What makes the theory special is that it only applies to special frames of reference,
namely inertial frames. It only applies to observers moving at constant velocities.
Einstein realized this and set out to make his theory general. He came up with a
brilliant thought experiment.

Consider the following thought experiment: You are standing on a high diving
board, as anywhere else on Earth, you notice gravity is pulling you down. Now you
step off the diving board and let yourself fall. Suddenly, the sensation of weight, the
telltale sign that gravity is pulling you toward the Earth has vanished (forgetting for
a moment that you can see you are falling). Of course, the Earth’s gravitational pull
is still present and people did not suddenly start floating as you stepped off the edge
of the diving board (consider the alternative in Fig. 6.2).

Figure 6.2: When you dive off a diving board you lose the sensation of weight, yet
gravity remains. The alternative would result in a strange universe indeed.

Einstein realized how the world must work when he performed a similar thought
experiment (his involved someone walking off a roof). He realized that the behaviour
of objects in the presence of gravity is indistinguishable from them being in an accel-
erated frame of reference. This may be a big leap, but as illustrated in Fig. 6.3, it
basically comes down to an astronaut not feeling the difference between standing still
at the launch site or being accelerated though empty space at 9.8 m/s2 (roughly the
gravitational acceleration at the Earth’s surface).

Special relativity already tells us that space and time are connected and should
really be described as space-time as a whole. This equivalence between accelerating
frames of reference and the presence of gravity is know as the equivalence principle.
Putting together the special theory of relativity and the equivalence principle allowed
Einstein to formulate the general theory of relativity.

In the general theory of relativity, space-time can be considered as a fabric that
twists and bends under the influence of matter and energy. All matter follows the
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Figure 6.3: An astronaut dropping a pen in two equivalent situations. left: In a
rocket waiting at the launch site. right: In the same rocket, but this time in empty
space under acceleration g = 9.8 m/s2. The astronaut will find that the pen falls to
the floor in precisely the same way in both situations.

curvature of space-time and force is only experienced when something is prevented
from doing so. What we experience as gravitational force on Earth is a result of space-
time bending under the influence of the mass of the Earth. We follow the curvature
but our path is obstructed by the earth itself and we experience force. When stepping
off a diving board, we are in free fall and we can follow the curvature of spacetime
unimpeded. As soon as we hit the water, our sensation of weight returns as the water
now prevents us from following the curvature of spacetime.

Einstein’s theory is remarkably elegant (everything it predicts is written in a single
short equation) and especially in 1915 when he first presented it to the Prussian
Academy of Science, it was unorthodox. Of course, as is the way of science, the
theory had to be tested.

First tests of general relativity

General relativity predicts that everything in free-fall – only influenced by gravity and
nothing else – follows the curvature of space. Let’s use an often considered example
to provide an idea of how this works: Imagine a trampoline with a heavy ball at the
center. The fabric curves around the ball. This trampoline fabric can be thought
of as the fabric of space-time curving under the influence of the mass of the sun,
represented by the ball. Now roll a small marble into the pit without hitting the
center ball. Its path will be curved. If you roll it just right you can even make it
circle around the large ball. The marble can be thought of as the Earth revolving
around the sun. Of course, unlike the marble, the Earth will not crash into the sun.
In the case of the marble, friction reduces its velocity causing it to spiral into the pit.
So Earth follows the curvature of space around the sun and because it has just the
right velocity, it keeps going in circles.
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Light is also just another form of matter obeying the curvature of space-time.
Think back to the trampoline experiment. As long as we give the marble a high
enough velocity it will not fall into the gravitational well. Instead, when going really
fast, it will bend slightly and zoom past it. As light is no exception, it too will curve
very slightly and change direction when passing the sun closely.

This effect – the fact that matter can curve the path of light – is the first prediction
of GR that could be tested. Astronomers around the globe set out to be the first to
confirm or disprove Einstein’s prediction. They observed the apparent change in
position of stars as their light bends under the influence of the sun.

Performing these observations was no easy task, but the principle of how they
could prove Einstein’s predictions can be demonstrated with a few sketches as in
Fig. 6.4. As light from a distant star moves past the sun toward us, it bends slightly
and the apparent position of the star shifts. Fig. 6.4 shows the positions of a few
stars when the sun is not present in the left panel. The middle panel shows how light
from a distant star would deviate under the influence of the sun and the right panel
shows how this changes our observations of the same stars. The effect is tiny and was
only measurable for stars that appeared very close to the edge of the sun. Indeed,
under normal circumstances, distant stars cannot be seen right next to the blazing
brightness of the sun itself and the observations had to be done during a total solar
eclipse. Eddington was the first to provide observations that confirmed the predicted
apparent deviation of the positions of the stars by observing them during a solar
eclipse.

Figure 6.4: An illustration of how the bending of light around a massive object was
observed. The top illustration illustrates the path of a light beam originating from a
star far away. The bottom left panel shows the positions of a few stars in the night
sky. The right panel shows how the position of the stars seem to have shifted when
looking at them during a total solar eclipse.

And so general relativity passed its first test. The angle of deviation predicted
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was also observed, many times over.
GR has been tested across a wide range of physical processes with great precision

and has passed each and every one with flying colors. However, what has been covered
so far is only the tip of the proverbial iceberg. Before we get to the part where that
makes sense, we first need to take a small detour into the life of a star.

A bit of stellar evolution

As mentioned once or twice, space-time curves under the influence of matter. The
more matter, the stronger the curvature. Let’s consider that for a moment. Turning
back to the trampoline example, we know that when we roll a marble past the central
mass at a certain distance, it is its velocity that determines whether it will fly past,
orbit, or plunge into the pit. At this point we can leave the trampoline behind and
consider a mass forming a gravitational well at which we hurl all sorts of test objects.
Fig. 6.5 illustrates a few situations.

If there is more mass at the center, the well will be steeper and an even larger
velocity is required to make an object pass it at the same distance. We also know
that the same goes for light; it too will follow the curvature of space. In fact, when
the mass at the center is sufficiently large, even light, the fastest stuff in our universe
can plunge toward the object and never come out. Such an object is called a black
hole.

Figure 6.5: Demonstration of the effect of mass on an approaching object. The
approaching object moves at the same initial velocity in each picture and passes at
the same distance (d). The mass of the central object is different in each panel, getting
heavier from left to right. At some point the approaching object does not pass fast
enough to escape the central object’s gravitational attraction.

Black holes are quite weird. Their masses range from a few times the mass of
the sun, to billions of times as much. At the “surface” of the black hole, the escape
velocity (the velocity it takes to fly away from the object) is the speed of light. This
means that no light can be emitted from it, hence its blackness. To form a black
hole, enough mass needs to be compressed into a small enough volume. This is where
stellar evolution comes in. It tells us that if a star is massive enough, it will eventually
collapse and form a black hole.
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Our sun shines because the hydrogen it is predominantly made of, is compressed
so much by gravity that the atoms are smashed into each other at the core, producing
energy. The energy that is released by this fusion generates an outward pressure.
In the sun, and any other star, there is a balance between inward pressure caused
by gravity and outward pressure caused by the energy release of fusing atoms (see
Fig. 6.6).

Fusion of light elements such as hydrogen, creates heavier elements such as helium
and releases energy. These heavier elements can in turn be fused together to produce
even heavier elements such as carbon. This chain of fusing elements into heavier
elements goes all the way up to iron at which point fusion no longer releases energy,
but requires energy. This fusion process therefore ends at this point; a star, such as
the sun eventually runs out of fuel1. When the sun, or any star, runs out of fuel the
outward pressure will be gone and only gravity remains: The star collapses.

There are different forms of collapse depending on the star’s mass. A star such
as the sun will not collapse all the way and form a compact ball of carbon and
oxygen. Heavier stars, around twice the mass the sun will collapse in something that
is even more compact: A neutron star. These are balls of matter roughly the size
of Amsterdam, but twice as massive as the sun! A drop of this matter would weigh
around one billion kilograms. So what about stars that are even more massive?

Given enough mass, in a small enough volume, the density will be so high that
no form of matter we know of can counter the gravitational force it produces. Stars
exceeding five times the mass of the sun inevitably collapse into a black hole. At this
point light can no longer escape its surface. It is interesting to note that for such an
object the exact nature of the central mass is hidden from us. Anything happening
outside the black hole is described by pure general relativity: Black holes are the
ideal laboratory to study GR as no complicated descriptions of matter are required
to describe the surrounding space-time.

Figure 6.6: The two forces playing in a star: Nuclear fusion generates outward
pressure while gravity causes inward pressure. The two balance each other as long as
there is fuel for the fusion process.

Weird as they may be, there is strong evidence for the existence of black holes.
For example, at the center of our galaxy we can see stars whizzing around some dark

1Don’t worry we still have a reasonable 4 billion years left before the sun runs out of fuel.
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center that must have the mass of a billion suns confined in a small volume.

The reason we only have indirect evidence for the existence of black holes is be-
cause these are objects that cannot directly produce electromagnetic radiation (radio,
infrared, x-ray, etc...). Yet our ideal laboratory is not completely unobservable: It
turns out that GR predicts a form of information that can escape even the deepest
gravitational wells.

Gravitational waves

Space-time is dynamic, it can be stretched by a stationary mass, but an accelerating
mass will create waves in space-time! We spark our imagination one last time with
an analogy closer to home: The surface of a pond. We can also deform the surface of
water by placing a little ball on it. Again, the ball represents a mass that is curving
space-time, which in turn is represented by the surface of the water. Now move the
ball around a bit and you create waves.

Waves on a surface happen when the surface needs time to adjust to changes.
When we suddenly remove the ball out of the water, we see an expanding circular
wave. The dip in the surface will not disappear instantly. It is said that the surface
has a certain stiffness: The stiffer the surface, the faster the wave will travel and the
faster the surface adjusts itself to changes.

Something similar happens in the fabric of space-time. When some mass exceller-
ates, the gravitational well it produces follows it along. Of course the place where the
object used to be no longer has a well since the mass is now gone. However, like the
surface of the pond, space-time has a certain stiffness and its shape can not instantly
change from curved to flat. So accelerating masses generate waves in space-time,
which we call gravitational waves. Space-time turns out to be incredibly stiff. A lot
of mass and energy is required to generate some decent waves and they travel at the
speed of light.

Strong evidence supporting the existence of gravitational waves was already found
in the 1970s by Russell Alan Hulse en Joseph Hooton Taylor. They observed two
neutron stars revolving around each other for many years. They found that the
separation between the two objects decreased precisely according to what general
relativity predicts. The reason according to GR, is energy being carried away from
the system through the emission of gravitational waves.

Recall that a marble on a trampoline could not sustain a perfect orbit due to
friction. These two neutron stars revolving around each other are dragging their way
through spacetime. So even in empty space such a system experiences something
analogous to friction. At some point they will fall into each other. The Earth-Sun
system moves much too slow for this to be a serious effect, but the neutron stars in
the Hulse-Taylor binary orbit each other every eight hours! Even so, the gravitational
waves leaving this system are still too weak to directly see with our gravitational wave
detectors on Earth.
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The strong-field dynamical regime of GR

The fate of this system of neutron stars – something we call a binary neutron star –
is inevitable collision. So what does the future of such a system look like until that
moment?

Gravitational waves carry energy away from the system causing the two objects
to move closer to each other. This in turn increases their orbital velocity. Now
that they are revolving around each other even faster, the system generates stronger
waves and loses energy faster. So as a result the objects move into tighter orbits and
their velocities increase even more, et cetera. In fact this happens exceedingly fast,
resulting in a runaway effect until the two neutron stars merge into a single object.
For a system like the Hulse-Taylor binary this will still take about three hundred
million years and unfortunately the waves will only be strong enough to detect on
Earth for the last minute or so (unless in three hundred million years we are able to
just fly there and enjoy the show locally).

Even though we all hope to soon detect gravitational waves originating from such
a system, I will focus here on an even more extreme binary system: A binary black
hole (BBH), a system where two black holes revolve around each other.

For quite some time already BBH systems were believed to exist, but it was very
difficult to estimate how many there would be as there is really no way of seeing them
directly. It was an exciting surprise to detect gravitational waves originating from a
merging BBH system on September 14th 2015.

Each black hole in this system had a mass of around thirty suns. We witnessed
the last ten orbits the black holes made before plunging toward each other releasing
an enormous amount of energy as they collided and formed a single black hole. The
event that we were able to observe by detecting its gravitational waves has proven
to be the most powerful event ever observed by mankind. Space-time was violently
stretched, twisted and turned during these final ten orbits in only a fraction of a
second. These final moments of such a massive system are unveiling the nature of GR
under the most extreme circumstances.

As I mentioned before, black holes are the ideal laboratory to test general relativity
and a binary black hole merger shows off all that GR has to offer. Never before have
we had such an opportunity.

The first tests of the genuinely strong-field dynam-
ics of general relativity

All tests of GR that we have been able to perform so far have been in either a regime
where fields are weak (only subtle curvature in space-time) or where there are only
small dynamical aspects (slowly moving and evolving systems).

Particles in close orbit around black holes could be described by approximating
GR as the more complex effect in GR are too subtle to notice. Even though these
particles are moving in a very strong gravitational field, the system is still static; the
mass producing the field is just sitting there. The Hulse-Taylor binary is not static
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and does provide a more interesting test of GR, but even in such a system only small
corrections to Newtonian mechanics can be measured. The effects of GR in such
systems are still subtle and we can not use them to confirm if all the complicated
dynamic aspects of GR are also correct.

Before September 2015 we have never been able to observe the strong-field dy-
namics of GR. But there is a deeper reason behind wanting to observe and investigate
these illusive waves: Nature is telling us there is something fishy going on with our
current understanding of the universe. GR explains the large aspects of the universe
to unprecedented precision, while quantum mechanics shines in explaining the very
smallest of things. But here’s the funny thing: These two theories are not compatible
with each other. GR does not feel comfortable at the quantum scale and quantum
mechanics has nothing to say at large scales. Something must be missing. If there is
something missing in GR, our only hope to observe it is in its currently unexplored
strong-field dynamics!

This is the main topic of this thesis as the subtitle – not so subtly – states. In the
remainder of this section I will explain how we have accomplished this with the first
detections of gravitational waves.

The shape of a signal
I shall skip the method of detecting gravitational waves as the focus of this thesis is not
the detection itself, but rather what physics can be extracted from detected signals.
What I do need to mention is that the shape of a wave passing a detector is never
clean. Detecting a gravitational wave is done by measuring extremely tiny length
differences (a fraction of the size of an atom) in two perpendicular vacuum tubes,
typically a few kilometers long. Unfortunately not only the stretching of space-time
results in measuring such length differences. Many other sources of vibrations such
as tremors in the earth cause the detector’s output signal to be messy. The resulting
undesired signal that is not caused by gravitational waves is called noise. In Fig. 6.7
I illustrate what a short piece of data from a detector can look like.

We are capable of finding tiny signals buried in all this noise. When a signal is
found buried in the noise, we can start working on the stretch of data containing the
signal. As mentioned above, such a signal is buried in noise and gets distorted. In
order to find it we need to have a pretty good idea of what a signal can look like.

General relativity predicts precisely what a gravitational wave (GW) signal passing
our detectors should look like, depending on the type of source that created it. In
Fig. 6.8 the shape of such a signal originating from two black holes is illustrated. The
two black holes will revolve around each other, slightly getting closer each orbit while
their velocity is increased. This increase in velocity means a higher GW frequency.
This process continues to pick up the pace. The GW frequency will rise faster and
faster as the black holes move toward each other. The GWs will gain strength so the
amplitude increases as well. Finally they will plunge into each other forming a single
deformed black hole. This remnant black hole will then ring for a while (very much
like a bell does when hit with a hammer) until it has settled down and it no longer
emits any waves.

The shape of the signal looks simple to the eye, but to accurately describe it,
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Figure 6.7: A small stretch of what data from a detector would look like containing
a signal. The blue messy lines are noise resulting from all sorts of things like seismic
vibrations and the tiny red wiggle is a gravitational wave.

time

strain h
(t) inspiral merger ringdown

tc
Figure 6.8: The shape of a gravitational wave resulting from two objects revolving
around each other closer and closer. Highlighted in blue, orange and green are the
three regions that are often referred to as inspiral, merger and ringdown. The time
tc, is roughly where the two objects merge into a single one.
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the full complexity of GR is required. Also, the signal will be different for different
sources. In fact, its shape depends – in the case of black holes – on the two masses of
the black holes m1 and m2, and the way they spin around their own axis described by
six spin-components that give the direction and how fast they are spinning. Change
any of these numbers a bit and the signal will change as well.

Estimating the source parameters
When we analyze the signal and try to measure what parameters the source must have
had, we keep tweaking the masses and spins until our tweaked waveform matches the
signal in the data. Noise in the data will have distorted the signal, so we can never
know precisely what the true masses and spins were, but we can find a range in values
that fit the signal best. This range in possible values is a probability distribution for
the parameters, based on the data. As this is rather a mouthful I will refer to these
as “posteriors”.

This range in possible values is called a posterior distribution and is illustrated in
Fig. 6.9. The width of this posterior distribution tells us how certain we are about
our best match. The wider the distribution, the larger the grain of salt we must take
with the most likely value at the top.

Figure 6.9: The distribution of possible values for a particular parameter after
performing parameter estimation on the signal. The distribution, called a posterior,
is highest at the most likely value. The width indicates our uncertainty about the
most likely value. Values in the tails are unlikely to be the true value of the source.

So for each parameter we have a control knob, we turn them back and forth
while we note at each setting how much the tweaked waveform matches the signal.
Thankfully we do not have to do this by hand and can use clever algorithms and lots
of computing power.
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How we performed the tests of GR

The tweaked signal that we keep using is in fact calculated using GR. If GR is the
true underlying theory, the only parameters that can change the signal are indeed
the masses and spins. If GR is however not correct, it is the theory itself and not
only the parameters of the source we should change to get a good match with the
signal. There are quite a few theories that try to extend or change GR in some way
or another and in principle we could repeat the tweaking process for each of these
models and see which one works best. In this thesis however, we do not assume we
have any idea where GR may or may not fail. We introduce testing parameters that
work very much like the tuning knobs for the source parameters, only these will tweak
certain aspects of GR itself.

So if GR is not correct, we should need to tweak it along with the source parameters
to properly fit the signal. To do so we add a few testing parameters which we give
some fancy labels: δϕ̂1, δϕ̂2, et cetera. These testing parameters are special, as they
should all be zero if GR is the correct theory.

We now perform the parameter estimation exercise again, this time also tuning
the testing parameters. As we did with the source parameters, we obtain posterior
distributions.

These distributions are the main result of this thesis as their implications are
significant. As with the posteriors of the source parameters, the width tells how
certain we are of our measurements. There are two things we need to be mindful of
here: 1) The posterior should overlap with zero for GR to be an acceptable theory
to describe the signal and 2) the width of the posterior tells us how much room for
error there still is in GR. In other words if the posterior is narrow for parameter δϕ̂3
and its peak is roughly at zero, we are very confident that the part of GR that δϕ̂3
represents is pretty accurate.

The testing parameters are cleverly chosen and in the tests we performed they
roughly represent different physical processes that appear in GR. Let’s take δϕ̂3 for
example. This parameter represents interactions between the spins of the black holes.
Only the strong-field dynamics of GR are able to reveal its secrets in the way of
gravitational waves. The width of our posterior on that parameter means that we
were able to place a bound on its value: This particular effect that GR describes still
stands strong. If an alternative theory for gravity is thought up, it has to fit between
the bounds we place.

Finally, if we take the posteriors for the testing parameters, put them on their
side and show them all next to each other we get Fig. 6.10: The actual results of the
first ever tests of the genuinely strong-field dynamics of GR! From these figures alone
we can conclude that once again general relativity prevails.

Fig. 6.10 shows some nice constraints for some of the parameters, but others still
have a lot of wriggle room. A lot of the posteriors are still rather wide, but these will
get narrower as more detections are made and more information is combined. GR is
still within the range of acceptable models (all posteriors overlap 0), but this wriggle
room could perhaps accommodate a slight change in GR that would make it work at
the quantum scale as well.
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Figure 6.10: These are the posteriors (turned sideways and mirrored) we obtained
from tweaking the various testing parameters. The numbers on the vertical axis show
fractions; 0.1 means a 10% difference from GR and 0.0 is GR exactly. The results
I show here are in fact the combined results from the first two detections. Each
posterior shows how certain we can be about how much wriggle room there still is
for changes in GR. For example the posterior labelled with 1.5PN is the parameter
representing spin interactions between the two black holes as mentioned in the text.
We show that this particular effect is pretty well described by GR, there is no more
than about 3% room for error anymore. Note that all posteriors overlap with zero
meaning that our measurements are still consistent with GR!

Speeding things up

In the previous sections I explained that we need to calculate many different waveforms
for many values of source parameters and testing parameters to obtain posteriors.
This requires a lot of computation. In some cases it took a month of continuous
calculation on a super computer to obtain the results. This is a severe bottleneck in
performing our tests of GR.

In my thesis I present a method to significantly increase the speed at which we
calculate waveforms and evaluate how well they fit the signal. Although the core
concept of how this can be done is not new in the field of gravitational waves, it is a
challenging task to get it to work with extra testing parameters.

The process by which we can speed up the calculations is actually by being lazy; we
only calculate what we absolutely have to. Pretend for a moment that a gravitational
wave is determined by only the masses of the two objects that are generating the
wave. If we want to find the masses that best fit the signal we see in the detector,
it looks like we need to calculate a waveform for every imaginable combination of
masses. Maybe the best value for one of the masses is 10, then again it could also be
10.1, or 10.0001. You can probably also imagine that if we calculate the waveform
for a mass of 10.0001, we probably will not need to calculate it again for 10.0002. At
some point, there is no way to tell the difference.

So clearly we do not need to calculate all possible waveforms, which is a good thing
as there are infinitely many possible values for the masses. It turns out that we can
cleverly choose a few values for the masses, evaluate their waveforms and use them as
a basis for calculating a waveform for any other combination of masses. It is a little
bit like a cooking recipe; a few ingredients can be combined into many different meals
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depending on the amounts we use for example. The ingredients are the basis of the
recipe.

When considering the gravitational waves we can form a set of combinations of
masses and calculate their waveforms. These are the ingredients and we’ll call them
ei, where i can be anything between 0 and however many ingredients we have. We
can then create any other waveform by adding a dash of e1, a spoon-full e2, a pinch
of e3, etc.

Finding the proper ingredients, or more appropriately called basis functions for
gravitational waves is challenging. It gets more challenging the more parameters
we add to the waveform. For testing general relativity we need additional testing
parameters on top of the already parameter-heavy waveforms. In this thesis I describe
the method by which we can overcome some of the difficulties involved in finding the
proper ei and demonstrate that we can make our tests of GR up to 300 times as
efficient!

To give a sense of how we find these ei, pretend once more that gravitational
waves are only described by the masses of the two black holes that generated them.
We begin by collecting lots of pairs of mass values. So if we have ten values for the
first mass and ten for the other, we have one hundred possible combinations. We
calculate the waveform for one of these combinations and call it e1. We then compare
this e1 with the waveforms corresponding to every other mass combination. The
combination that generates the waveform that is most different to e1, we remember
and call e2. These two waveforms are now a basis. To return to the recipe analogy:
Using only two ingredients e1 and e2 is just not enough to generate all the recipes we
want, so we continue the process of finding more ingredients until we are happy with
how accurately we can reproduce any recipe.

This is how we continue building the basis for our waveforms. At each step we
compare all the onehundred waveforms with our current basis and remember the one
that has the most to add. This process of finding basis functions ei, that contribute
the most to our current basis continues until we are happy with how accurately we
can reproduce any waveform we want.

In my thesis I introduce a way to beat the curse of dimensionality: Using ten
values for each mass gives one hundred possible combinations, but when we wish to
include all parameters (two masses, six spin parameters and one testing parameter),
this amount becomes huge with 109 possible combinations. That’s a ten digit number.
All this needs to either be stored in a computer’s memory which can add up to well over
200 GB (2 TB when adding only a single additional parameter) or waveforms would
need to be calculated over and over again for all these combinations. The latter would
quickly result in a computation that takes a lifetime. By making use of existing bases
for pure GR waveforms and carefully choosing ranges in parameter values I was able
to generate bases for waveforms that also included testing parameters.

The title explained

I hope I have been able to convince the reader that the celebrated theory of general
relativity still needs to be put to the test and that the universe may still have some
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secrets in store for us. What we have seen of GR is just the tip of the iceberg.
Binary black holes spiralling toward each other and collapsing into a single object
while emitting gravitational waves is the perfect laboratory to perform the ultimate
test of GR.

Black holes can be described by pure GR. As far as the outside observer is con-
cerned there is no matter there, only curved space-time: Black holes way as well be
voids to us. We substantiated2 this void and thereby GR, by performing our first
tests of the genuinely strong-field regime and concluding that Einstein’s predictions
still stand strong.

2Substantiate, verb: Provide evidence to support or prove the truth of.
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chapter 1 : evidence for dark matter

We have never seen the most common material in the Universe. From many indepen-
dent astronomical and cosmological observations, we know that 85 % of all matter
must be dark matter, a mysterious form of matter that is not part of the Standard
Model.1 The nature of the particle responsible for dark matter remains one of the
outstanding problems in modern fundamental physics.

One of the most precise measurements of the dark matter abundance comes from
the observation of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation. In the early
Universe, density fluctuations were amplified by dark matter: it attracts gravitation-
ally, but lacks the repulsive pressure of ordinary matter. The density fluctuations
cause temperature fluctuations in the measured CMB map, which clearly bears the
distinct fingerprint of the large amount of dark matter in the Universe.

There is one thing that cosmology and astronomy cannot do: tell us what particle
dark matter consists of. Since dark matter is inferred from its gravitational interac-
tions only, single particles cannot be observed.2 The particle constraints from cos-
mology are therefore weak, so that many models exist that can solve the dark mat-
ter problem. One of these is the WIMP (Weakly Interacting Massive Particle) model.
The WIMP has a mass of about 100 GeV and an interaction cross section of the or-
der of the weak scale. One of its merits is that there is a very natural production
mechanism in the early Universe, that predicts the right amount of dark matter
that we observe. It is furthermore heavy enough to be ‘cold’, i. e. slow-moving dark
matter, which is in agreement with simulations of large-scale structure formation. If
WIMPs are supersymmetric particles, they could also solve the hierarchy problem
in particle physics.

One of the ways WIMPs may be observed is through direct detection. WIMPs are
moving through the Galaxy with typical speeds of about 200 km/s, and added to

1 In terms of energy density, there is even more dark energy, something even more puzzling than dark
matter, but this is a discussion for another day.

2 Unless the dark matter ‘particles’ are extremely heavy, such as in the case of primordial black holes.
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that comes the speed due to the motion of the Sun around the center of the Galaxy.
This speed is high enough for WIMPs to produce a detectable signal if they collide
with an atomic nucleus, transferring up to tens of keVs to the recoiling nucleus.
The challenge of direct detection dark matter searches is to build large detectors
capable of reaching this low energy threshold.

chapter 2 : dark matter detection with liquid xenon

In recent years, there has been a rapid increase in the sensitivity to low dark mat-
ter cross sections, mainly as a result of the success of dual-phase time projection
chambers (TPCs) using liquid and gaseous xenon. Figure 1 schematically shows
how dual-phase TPCs work. The cylindrical detector volume is partly filled with
liquid xenon, cooled to −90 ◦C, with a layer of gaseous xenon at the top. The top
and bottom of the TPC are lined with sensitive light detectors, photomultiplier
tubes (PMTs). When a particle interacts, it transfers (part of) its energy to a xenon
nucleus or an electron, which creates a short track of excited xenon atoms (Xe∗),
xenon ions (Xe+) and electrons (e) (see panel 1a). The excited xenon atoms produce
scintillation light that is detected by the PMTs as a short pulse, called S1. Some of
the free electrons generated in the interaction are also measured. They are pulled
up towards the gas layer by an electric field, generated by a high voltage applied on
the cathode. At the liquid-to-gas interface, there is a stronger field from the anode,
which pulls the electrons out of the liquid into the gas. The electrons gain energy
in the gas and produce excited xenon atoms. This causes the emission of a second
flash of light in the gas phase, which is detected by the same PMTs. This signal is
called S2. The result from one initial interaction is therefore two measured signals,
with a delay in between (see top panel in figure 1).

By combining information of the two signals, many properties of the interaction
can be derived. The first is the position of the interaction. Since the velocity of
the electrons in the liquid xenon is constant, the time between the S1 and the S2

(drift time) is directly proportional to the depth of the interaction. The other two
coordinates in the plane are derived from the light distribution of the S2 across the
top PMT array. A second property is the type of the recoiling particle, which can
either be a xenon nucleus (nuclear recoil, NR) or an electron (electronic recoil, ER).
Most of the backgrounds, such as those caused by beta and gamma radiation, will
cause ER signals, while WIMPs are expected to only give observable interactions
from NRs. Compared to ERs, NRs cause more excitations and fewer ionizations, re-
sulting in a relatively large S1 signal and small S2 signal. This means that the recoil
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Figure 1: Schematic showing the operational principle of dual-phase TPCs. A particle in-
teracts in the liquid xenon, which causes excitations and ionizations (1a). The excitations
decay and emit scintillation light (1), detected by the PMTs as a short pulse (S1). The elec-
trons are pulled upwards by an electric field (1b) and travel through the liquid (2) until they
arrive at the liquid-to-gas interface. A stronger field pulls them out of the liquid, causing
secondary scintillation in the gas (3). This is the S2 signal.

type can be determined experimentally from the ratio S2/S1. The combination of
the interaction position and the recoil type gives the excellent background rejection
required for dark matter searches.

There are several corrections and calibrations required for xenon TPCs. For in-
stance, the size of the S1 signal is position-dependent due to varying light detection
efficiency. The S2 signal size furthermore decreases with drift time due to electrons
being trapped by impurities during their drift through the liquid xenon. Both of
these are corrected with mono-energetic sources.

Another calibration is the energy calibration. Both the average S1 size and the
S2 size increase with energy, so that they can both be used as a measure for the
recoil energy. However, a superior energy resolution can be achieved by using a
combination of both signals, because the S1 and S2 signal sizes are anti-correlated.
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The electrons that are not extracted from the interaction site recombine with xenon
ions, and in this process generate excited xenon atoms that contribute to the S1

signal, rather than to the S2 signal. This process is called recombination. By using a
linear combination of S1 and S2, fluctuations in the signal size due to fluctuations
in the fraction of electrons participating in recombination are canceled out. This
anti-correlation can be resolved by using multiple mono-energetic sources, or with
a combination of multiple field settings.

Finally, the S2/S1 ratio is mapped out using ER and NR sources with varying
energies. XENON1T uses an internal 220Rn source for its ER calibration, giving
beta radiation going down to low energies. For the NR calibration, high-energy
neutrons are used. Since they are neutral, they do not interact with the electrons
but rather with the atomic nucleus, just as WIMPs are expected to do. XENON1T
uses both a radiogenic neutron source (241AmBe, through an (α, n) reaction) and
a deuterium-deuterium fusion neutron generator, which is described in detail in
chapters 7 and 8.

chapter 3 : the xams setup

As the field of dual-phase xenon TPCs has progressed, the effort of R&D into the
operational principles of these detectors has been growing too. Some of the re-
search groups in the large collaborations that operate dark matter detectors have
built their own small-scale TPCs. The purpose of these is to test new experimen-
tal techniques, research the processes leading to signal generation and to give us
a more fundamental understanding of the dual-phase technology. XAMS is one
of such setups in Amsterdam, featuring a TPC containing about 430 grams of liq-
uid xenon in its active volume. The 10 cm tall, 4.5 cm diameter cylindrical volume is
viewed from the top and bottom by two two-inch PMTs. Most systems function just
as the systems of XENON1T, including the cooling, gas purification, data acquisi-
tion and data processing. In fact, XAMS has been the first real test case of the data
acquisition and processing software of the XENON1T experiment.

Chapter 3 contains the first publication of the XAMS experiment, which marks
its introduction into the scientific community as a fully functional setup. Measure-
ments with a 22Na gamma ray source revealed many of the operational parameters
and provided essential calibration of the setup, giving the position-dependent light
yield correction, the correction for electron loss of the S2 and the energy resolution.
An unusual population of events was found, where the S2 size was up to about
80 % larger than the usual S2s. The strong temporal correlation of these events
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leads us to the conclusion that these are caused by instabilities in the liquid level,
which are in turn related to a xenon gas pump in the purification system. In later
measurements, this effect could be mitigated by using a different gas flow setting.

Another result from the analysis is a new PMT calibration technique. Usually,
pulsed LED light sources are used to calibrate the PMT response due to single
photons. The approach used in chapter 3 is different: it uses single-photon signals
found in small S2 signals. These S2s are caused by single electrons that are libera-
ted within the TPC due to the UV scintillation light (photo-ionization). Since they
consist of only a few photons spread out over a microsecond or more, the indivi-
dual single-photon pulses can be resolved, which makes it possible to measure the
PMT’s single-photon response. The single-photon signals are small and therefore
close to the electronic noise level, which means an amplitude-dependent acceptance
corrections needs to be applied for this method. Nonetheless, there are several ad-
vantages: this method requires no special hardware or calibration measurements,
and directly probes the response at the xenon scintillation light wavelength (which
is difficult to do with LED light through fibers). This makes it an ideal method to
study effects only occurring for the UV scintillation light. An example of this is
the emission of two photoelectrons as a result of one photon, which causes signals
twice as high as expected.

chapter 4 : calibration of xams

Chapter 4 improves and extends upon the initial characterization of XAMS that
is presented in chapter 3. The S1 and S2 correction factors are recalculated (with
an improved method of selecting the mono-energetic peaks of 137Cs and 22Na),
the energy reconstruction that combines the S1 and S2 signal is shown and the
effect of diffusion is measured. It is shown that multiple S2s are separated for
∆z > 3 mm, and merged multiple S2s are identified for ∆z & 2 mm. The electron
lifetime reached values up to 0.81 ms, and the typical light detection efficiency of
the S1 signal is approximately 10 %. Chapter 4 is a prelude to the next two chapters,
since the calibration is used as the starting point of more complex analyses. In
addition, this chapter gives a more detailed description of some of the analysis
shown in the next chapters.
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chapter 5 : the scintillation pulse shape

One of the distinguishing features of XAMS is its excellent timing, which makes it
suitable to measure the pulse shape of the S1 signal that happens on the timescale
of a few nanoseconds. One of the reasons to investigate the scintillation pulse shape
is because of its importance for pulse shape discrimination (PSD). This method ex-
ploits the difference in the pulse shape between ERs and NRs to improve the separa-
tion between these events, and thus reduce the (ER) background. The effectiveness
of PSD depends on the precise pulse shape of ERs and NRs. For high-energy recoils,
this has been measured and the difference between ERs and NRs is large enough
for effective PSD. However, measurements of the pulse shape at the low energy
relevant to direct detection dark matter experiments were lacking. The publication
in this chapter fills the gap in our knowledge with measurements and analysis of
the pulse shape at the energy and electric field relevant to dark matter detectors.

The scintillation pulse shape depends on the way that the scintillation light is
produced. There are two main ways that this occurs: through direct excitation and
recombination (see figure 2). In the case of direct excitation, the scintillation light
is emitted only after the formation of an excited molecular state, called an excimer.
While excimer formation is very rapid, the finite lifetime of the excimer causes
a significant delay in the emission of scintillation light. There are two possible
excimer states, the singlet and the triplet state (corresponding to the spin state of the
excimer), with approximate lifetimes of 3 ns and 22 ns, respectively. The observed
pulse shapes from these states follow an exponential function and are shown in
figure 3.

Scintillation can also occur through electron-ion recombination. The mechanism
of excimer formation and decay is the same as in the case of direct excitation, but
this is preceded by the recombination process, which causes an additional delay.
Depending on the electric field, energy and particle type, the recombination process
can either be very fast, or cause a significant delay. Figure 3 shows the singlet and
triplet recombination pulse shape in the latter case.

The total observed S1 pulse shape is a combination of all four previously men-
tioned components: the direct singlet and triplet states, and the singlet and triplet
states due to recombination. For any S1 pulse, all of these are superimposed. A
model of the scintillation pulse shape should in principle include all these compo-
nents.

In practice, there are some difficulties with constructing a model like this. The
summed pulse shape in figure 3 is rather featureless and depends on many pa-
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Figure 2: The processes leading to scintillation light. Direct excitation (left panel) and
recombination (right panel) first produce a molecular excited state (excimer), which then
decays and emits scintillation light.

rameters that are correlated when fitting a pulse shape model. In addition, the
time behavior of recombination is not well known, and models are usually derived
based on approximations that do not always hold. The model shown in figure 3, for
instance, is based on high-energy electronic recoils at zero electric field. To counter
these difficulties, an effective model is often used. In this model, the singlet and
triplet times are allowed to vary to capture the slower tail of the observed pulse
shape. We apply this model to data taken with XAMS, which includes ER and NR
data going down to energies of a few keV, and at three different electric fields.

The results of the pulse shape measurements show a difference between ER and
NR pulses that is smaller than expected, and decreases at the lowest energies. Es-
sentially, the lower the energy gets and the higher the field gets, the smaller the
difference between ER and NR pulse shapes. This makes the PSD performance
worse than initially expected. Based on a pulse shape simulation, the increase in
sensitivity using PSD corresponds to an effective increase in exposure of at most
6.8 % for large dark matter experiments, and only if the time resolution is improved.
The minor increase in exposure likely does not justify the effort to improve the time
resolution for the next generation of xenon-based dark matter detectors.

Apart from the gloomy conclusion about PSD, the measurements of chapter 5 tell
us more: since the pulse shape depends on the dynamical behavior of electrons, it
gives us information about the recombination process. For instance, the recombina-
tion time for low-energy ERs was previously assumed to be < 1 ns, but our results
show an increase of the effective triplet time from 22 ns up to 25 ns, even when the
field is relatively high. This suggests a recombination time that is at least approx-
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Figure 3: The measured scintillation pulse shape is built up from several components,
coming from the two possible excimer states with different lifetimes (3 ns for the singlet
state, 22 ns for the triplet state) and from the delaying effect of recombination.

imately 3 ns, and thus shows that the delay cannot be neglected. The dependence
of pulse parameters on recoil energy further implies that there is a correlation with
the linear energy transfer for both ERs and NRs. Research into the pulse shape thus
opens a window into the physics happening on the microscopic distances and on
the nanosecond scale.

chapter 6 : field dependence

In addition to pulse shape measurements, the XAMS setup has been used for mea-
surements of the field dependence of the signals in dual-phase TPCs. As xenon
dark matter detectors have become larger, the voltage V required to maintain the
same electric field E rises according to V = E · L, with L the detector drift length.
Despite significant effort in high voltage engineering, the last dark matter expe-
riments never reached their target field, but rather operated at lower fields than
intended. The voltage was kept low to avoid discharges or electron emission from
the cathode, which appear at higher voltage and make proper operation impossible.
As a result, the electric field has decreased from approximately 500 V/cm down to
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100 V/cm in the last years. If this trend persists, the field will become even lower
for the next generation of TPCs.

At the current field of about 100 V/cm, we have reached a critical field strength,
since many of the relevant properties of TPCs show a large rate of change for
fields below this value. Because of this, small inhomogeneities in the field cause
relatively large fluctuations in observed parameters. To counter this, one must do
three things: design the field such that the inhomogeneity is minor, model the
electric field, and correct for field dependence of the operational parameters of
TPCs. The measurements and analysis of chapter 6 present a systematic study of
recoils at fields ranging from 10 V/cm up to 500 V/cm and at zero field, going
down to the low fields that are not commonly probed. We thus obtain a better
knowledge of the low-field operation of dual-phase TPCs.

The results of this analysis show the variation of the drift velocity, electron life-
time, diffusion constant, and light and charge yields as a function of field. One of
the lesser known quantities of these is the diffusion constant. This parameter indi-
cates how much the electrons drift apart during their journey through the liquid
xenon to the top of the TPC. Interestingly, at low fields, the diffusion constant rises
rapidly. In combination with the lower drift velocity, this means that the electrons
diffuse more due to a combination of a longer drift time (at fixed drift length) and
more diffusion during this time. More diffusion means that the S2 signals become
wider, since the electrons arrive at the gas layer at different times. This might pose
a problem for the rejection of events with multiple interaction sites. Usually, these
events cause multiple S2 signals, but if the S2s become wider, they might overlap,
so that a single interaction is reconstructed. Since multiple interaction sites are a
clear indication of background rather than a WIMP signal, the misidentification of
multiple scatters as single scatters causes an increase in background. On the other
hand, the width of the S2s is highly dependent on the local electric field in the TPC,
which can be used to reconstruct the field given the dependence of the diffusion con-
stant as a function of field. This method has already been applied in a preliminary
study of the XENON1T field.

In addition to the aforementioned properties, the dependence of the scintilla-
tion pulse shape on field has also been determined. As the recoils measured here
are 511 keV ER signals, this gives complementary information to the pulse shape
measurements from chapter 5, which are performed at lower energy. The effective
triplet time changes from 45 ns at low field down to 25 ns for the highest fields ap-
plied. The pulse shape in literature for high-energy (approximately 1 MeV) recoils
is usually given as ‘45 ns decay for zero field and 27 ns with applied field’. While
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the results from chapter 6 are consistent with this, it paints a more nuanced and
detailed picture, showing the gradual change of pulse shape with increasing field.

chapter 7 : characterization of the neutron generator

As mentioned before, dark matter detectors need to be calibrated with sources of
ER and NR events to enable the distinction between signal and background based
on the recoil type. For XENON1T, a neutron generator is used for the NR calibra-
tion. This device allows a variable neutron flux, depending on the applied voltage
and current. However, before its deployment as a calibration source for XENON1T,
the device itself needs to be calibrated. The characterization of the neutron genera-
tor aims to answer three questions: how many neutrons are produced (what is the
absolute flux), where are they going (what is the angular distribution), and what
is their energy? All of this was determined after an extensive calibration campaign.
Based on this, the paper shown in chapter 7 was published.

The angular distribution of the neutrons appears to be consistent with an iso-
tropic distribution, if the internal geometry of the neutron generator is taken into
account. The absolute flux was determined using measurements at different voltage
and current settings, taking into account the internal geometry of the neutron ge-
nerator and the experimental setup with a Monte Carlo simulation.

For the energy spectrum of the neutrons, measurements with a liquid scintillator
detector were used. The observed energy deposition in the detector is not equal to
the energy of the neutrons, because the energy deposition depends on the unknown
scattering angle. This means that even for mono-energetic neutrons, a spectrum
of observed recoil energies is possible. Rather than measuring the energy of the
incident neutrons event-by-event, the observed recoil spectrum can be calculated
from the incident neutron energy spectrum given the known detector response.
In the analysis in chapter 7, there are two methods used to retrieve the neutron
energy spectrum. First, the neutron energy spectrum at production in the neutron
generator and at the liquid scintillator detector are calculated with a Monte Carlo
simulation. Using the response function, the recoil energy spectrum is then calcu-
lated, which can be matched to the observed spectrum. Second, a method called
deconvolution performs the inverse operation to convolution, so that the neutron
energy spectrum at the detector can be computed. Both methods agree well. This
thus gives us knowledge of the neutron energy spectrum. In the case of a plasma
deuterium neutron generator, this is not equal to a single peak at the reaction neu-
tron energy of 2.45 MeV, but is rather a spectrum with two peaks at 2.2 MeV and

10
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2.7 MeV. This is because the fusion reaction does not occur in the same frame of
reference as the lab frame, which gives an observed kinetic energy that depends on
the reaction angle.

An unexpected result from the energy calibration of the neutron generator is
the observation of neutrons with a much higher energy than the neutrons from
deuterium-deuterium fusion. Using the Monte Carlo method described above, we
reconstruct a neutron energy of roughly 14 MeV, consistent with neutrons from
deuterium-tritium fusion. We attribute this to minor quantities of tritium produced
in the deuterium-deuterium fusion reaction. Although the amount of tritium is
small, the cross section of this fusion reaction is much higher, so that the contri-
bution of these high-energy neutrons is around 3.5 %. This result illustrates the
importance of a detailed calibration of neutron generators, since unknown effects
like this can cause an overestimate of the signal yields in xenon if they remain
unaccounted for.

chapter 8 and 9 : neutron calibration and dark matter search

After the characterization of the neutron generator described in chapter 7, it was
deployed as a calibration source for XENON1T. The results of this calibration are
shown in chapter 8. The calibration of the neutron generator gives the input into
Monte Carlo models, which are then matched to data from XENON1T. This gives
essential information that is used for the dark matter search of XENON1T. In par-
ticular, the S2/S1 ratio required for background rejection is mapped out with this
data. The nonhomogeneous spatial distribution of events is furthermore used to
validate the position reconstruction.

In the year-long science run of XENON1T, no significant excess of events was
found. Unfortunately, this means that dark matter has yet to be discovered. With the
null result, XENON1T tightens the constraints on dark matter, excluding parameter
space in the plane of mass and cross section, as shown in figure 4. The XENON1T
limits are the strongest limits to date.

11
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The search for dark matter is not over yet; larger xenon-based experiments, such
as LZ and XENONnT, are under construction and will likely start taking data in
2019. These experiments will be up to 10 times more sensitive to WIMPs than
XENON1T due to the combination of a larger target mass and a lower background.
It is impossible to say if these experiments will find dark matter. We just have to
try hard and hope for the best. In any case, the next few years will be exciting, and
I eagerly await the results from the next phase of xenon experiments, whether it is
a null result or, finally, a detection.

12
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Summary
As a kid, I loved August, for which I had three good reasons. Firstly, I did not have to go
to school in August, so I could play with my sister the entire day. Secondly, the Perseids
meteor shower peaks around the 12th of August, creating an incredible scene of shooting
stars. And thirdly, it is the time for bats: when the night falls, these beautiful creatures
numerously appear. Bats intrigued me for several reasons, one of which being that my
mom was and remains terribly afraid of them, but also because of how they catch their
prey. My dad explained to me that bats navigate by using echolocation: they send out
a sound, and when it scatters off an object they can locate and identify this object. But
I noticed one thing: the bats would eat moths but, to my grave disappointment, they
would hardly ever eat the annoying mosquitoes!
It took some time, but in high school, I finally understood the reason for the bat’s diet.
As humans, we can observe and identify objects only if light can scatter from the object.
This scattering does not take place if the wavelength of the light wave is smaller than
the size of the object 1. Analogously, the bat’s echolocation works if the insect is larger
than the wavelength of the sound wave of the bat’s squeak. If the insect is smaller than
this wavelength, it is simply invisible to the bat. We can estimate that the wavelength
is around 0.75 cm if we assume that the frequency of the bat’s squeak is around 40− 50

kHz 2. The average size of a mosquito is around 0.5 cm, so it is just a bit too small to be
easily spotted by the bat. To ‘see’ smaller insects, the bat would need to produce sounds
with higher frequencies.

From bats to particle physics
Particle physicists study the smallest length scales of the universe: fundamental parti-
cles. A fundamental particle is anything that cannot be broken into even smaller pieces.
Everything that we see around us is composed out of these particles. The bat story
above illustrates that to explore the small length scales of fundamental particles, one
needs high frequencies. High frequencies are equivalent to high energies. Naturally, high
energy physics is often used as a synonym for particle physics: to study the smallest
length scales of the universe, we need very high energies.
To probe the properties of fundamental particles, we smash them into each other with a
tremendous amount of energy in a particle collider. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC),
located near Geneva, is the world’s most powerful collider. In the LHC, hadrons are
smashed into each other, and particle detectors observe the collision products. Hadrons

1For example, with a light microscope, we can only see stuff that is larger than about 0.5 µm, which
is roughly 200 times smaller than the width of a human hair.

2We take the speed of sound to be around c = 340 m/s. Denoting the frequency by f , the wavelength
λ then becomes λ = c/f � 0.68− 0.85 cm.
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(e.g. protons, which may be found inside atoms) may be seen as bound packets of funda-
mental particles. A particle collision is very different from any classical collision during
which the colliding objects would break. Instead, in a particle collision, the two colliding
particles form a bundle of energy, which then transforms into a collection of different
fundamental particles. By measuring and analyzing these collision products, we have
discovered that there are only a few different groups of particles.
The fundamental particles and their properties are mathematically described by the
Standard Model (SM). This theory organizes particles into two groups. Matter forms
the first group, and is further divided into leptons, such as the electron, and quarks,
which are contained inside the hadrons. The second group is composed of the so-called
force carriers, which allow for interactions/transitions between particles during e.g. a
particle collision. The photon (light particle) is an example of such a force carrier, and
is responsible for the presence of the electromagnetic force. Besides this force, the SM
describes two additional forces: the strong force carried by the gluon, and the weak force
carried by the W - and Z-bosons. Finally, the SM contains the Higgs boson, which does
not belong to either of the two groups. Instead, this particle is responsible for the masses
of the fundamental particles.
Theoretical particle physicists predict how often certain collision products will be mea-
sured at the LHC. These predictions are based on calculations performed within the SM.
The outcome of these calculations can then be tested by experimentalists, who can tell
us whether the SM indeed correctly describes the measured physics, making it a good
(mathematical) description of nature. Using this two-step process, the particle physics
community found that an astonishing amount of data, ranging from very small to very
large distances, can be described accurately by the SM. However, there is also strong
evidence that the SM is not complete. For example, a variety of astrophysical observa-
tions imply that there exists a new and unknown (not SM-like) form of matter, which is
called dark matter. Without dark matter, we cannot explain why the universe can exist
in its observed form, as it is required at every stage of the evolution of our universe: it
is needed to form atoms, create galaxies, and account for the motion of galaxy clusters.
The SM does not account for this form of matter. Such a shortcoming tells us that the
SM is not a complete description of nature, therefore we expect its ability to describe
experimental data to break at some point. This makes it absolutely necessary to test the
validity of the SM in experiments. The availability of reliable theoretical predictions has
a crucial and indispensable role in this.

Perturbation theory

So how does a theorist make predictions? Conventionally, a theorist would sit down and
open the toolbox of perturbation theory. This technique may be understood as follows.
Imagine that Sascha has never seen a cow in real life, and I aim to explain what this
animal looks like. A first-order approximation of a cow would be:
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(a) First-order approximation of a cow. (b) Second-order approximation of a cow.

Figure S.1

The cow is roundish, has a head, ears, and a nose (Fig. S.1a).

I can now show Sascha a picture of, say, a car, and since it does not meet my descriptive
model of the cow, she would respond with: definitely not a cow. But imagine I would
show her a picture of a pig. This animal is also roundish, has a head, ears, and a nose.
For Sascha to give a correct answer, I need to improve my description of the cow. Thus,
I make a second-order approximation of the cow, for which I add:

The cow is roundish, has a head, ears, a nose, and a fluffy tail (Fig. S.1b).

Since the pig has a curly tail, it is definitely not a cow, and not identified as such by
Sascha. This simple example shows that depending on the data (i.e. the pictures that I
show her), Sascha needs a better description of the cow.
In perturbation theory, we follow a similar procedure. Theorists predict the number
and/or characteristics of the observed collision products (or observables in short). A
theoretical prediction is nothing more than to describe an observable with an equation
that follows from the SM. Experimentally, an observable is a measurable number. The-
orists then provide experimentalists with an as-good-as-needed mathematical description
of their data. If the experimentalists cannot give a conclusive answer to the question
‘does the SM describe these data?’, it is the theorists’ job to update the mathematical
description, and more accurately predict what the observable should look like.
The calculations that are needed to make these predictions can be illustrated using Feyn-
man diagrams. These intuitive pictures represent the equations that follow from calcula-
tions performed in a particle-physics theory such as the SM. Using Feynman diagrams,
the particle-physics equivalent of the lowest-order cow description looks like:

⇒ .

The Feynman diagram on the right illustrates the equation that belongs to the scattering
of two quarks (represented by two lines with arrows on the left-hand side). This scatter-
ing is illustrated by a vertex where the two quark lines meet. Such a vertex pictorially
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describes an interaction between particles, and shows up with the emission of a particle:
the energies of the two quarks are bundled in one photon (the wiggly line). This bundle
of energy then transforms into two leptons (the two lines on the right-hand side) 3. This
is a first-order approximation of the observable ‘two leptons’.
We need to upgrade the prediction if the first-order approximation turns out to be insuf-
ficient. In perturbation theory, this amounts to dressing the first-order approximation
with diagrams that have an additional vertex. This means that the particle-physics
equivalent of a second-order description of a cow is

⇒ + .

The order of a certain diagram is given by the number of additional vertices it has with
respect to the first-order diagram. A second-order description can then be obtained
by adding second-order diagrams to the first-order diagram. This process has to be
repeated if a higher-order description is needed, leading to a more accurate description
of the observable.
Why do we only provide the experimentalists with an as-good-as-needed description,
and not just give the full higher-order description of the observable? We would certainly
wish to do so, but unfortunately it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to calculate all
higher-order contributions. Luckily, higher-order contributions are often not necessary to
provide an as-good-as-needed description of the data. There is a simple reason for this:
every additional vertex comes with a factor of the coupling (α). Any nth-order diagram
is then proportional to αn. This coupling represents the particle-interaction strength,
and each force has its own coupling strength. The coupling of the strong force (αs) has
the highest value of all couplings in the SM (hence the name). The coupling strength
needs to be smaller than 1 in perturbation theory. Indeed, if αs is smaller than 1, then
α2
s is smaller than αs, etc, ensuring that higher-order diagrams with larger values of n

can be neglected.

Resummation
However, there are some cases where this assumption fails. This happens because not
only the size of αn

s matters, but that of the coefficient cn multiplying αn
s . Every nth-order

diagram can be written as cnα
n
s , where cn depends on the dynamics of the collision (for

example the energies of the ingoing particles and collision products). If cn grows ‘too
fast’ when n increases, we enter a situation where we certainly cannot neglect higher-
order contributions. An example of such a too-quickly growing cn is shown by Fig. 2.3

3This equation may be seen in its full form on page 14, Eq. (2.2). The process represents the so-called
Drell-Yan scattering process, see Chapter 2.
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on page 22, relabeled here in Fig. S.2. We show here the product αscn(z) as a function
of the threshold parameter z. This threshold parameter is a number between 0 and 1

that indicates how far we are from the threshold region, the region where a higher-order
contribution is larger than a lower-order contribution. In the figure, it may be seen that
for most values of z, the lines with a lower value of n lie on top of those with a higher
value of n. This behavior turns around when z gets closer to 1. There, we end up in the
threshold region where we no longer may neglect the higher-order contributions.
One might say that there is a simple solution to this issue: why not calculate cn to arbi-
trary n? Unfortunately, as already mentioned above, this is technically not achievable.
Therefore, to make a theoretical prediction in the domain where cn grows with increasing
n, we need to resort to a different toolbox.
The first part of this thesis is devoted to the development of such a new toolbox called

next-to-leading power
threshold
resummation.

We have already come across the word threshold. The region where the perturbative de-
scription of the observable fails is called the threshold region. The coefficient cn is a sum
of different contributions. Power is the term that is used to indicate how badly-growing
each of these different contributions of cn is in the threshold region. Leading power then
constitutes those parts of cn that cause its largest growth in the threshold region, while
next-to-leading power, or NLP in short, indicates the ‘next-to-largest’-growing parts of
cn.
The calculational technique that is used to make the theoretical predictions is called re-
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summation. Instead of calculating the full form of cn, for resummation one only considers
the parts of cn that cause its growth. We then sum only these parts for all values of n,
which gives an accurate description of the observable in the threshold region. Resumma-
tion requires that one can identify and predict for all values of n only those contributions
to cn that cause it to grow. The leading-power contributions to cn were unraveled around
the 1980s, which allowed for the development of leading-power threshold resummation.
This toolbox has proven to be crucial to accurately describe the experimental data.
Much less is known about NLP threshold resummation. In particular, it is unknown how
we should predict cn for all values of n at NLP. In Chapter 2, we analyze this problem.
We find that the emission of quarks must be taken into account, while it was previously
assumed that this source could be neglected. Another important result of this chapter
is that we have succeeded in writing down a universal formalism that predicts the NLP
contributions for any observable.
One might place doubts on whether the numerical size of NLP contributions is of im-
portance to the measurements that are done at the LHC. To that end, we examine
the numerical impact of NLP contributions in Chapter 4. There we consider the process
where a single photon is created in an LHC collision. This process is of particular theoret-
ical and experimental relevance since it is used to measure the size of the strong coupling,
hence accurate and reliable theoretical predictions are needed for it. We find that the
NLP contributions constitute a 10−20% correction to the behavior of the observed pho-
ton, which is shown in Fig. 4.6 on page 138. That is, without taking into account the
NLP contributions, the theoretical prediction would be off by 10 − 20%. This confirms
the necessity to further develop the toolbox of NLP threshold resummation, such that
we can optimally test the SM at colliders.

The fine-tuning problem
The second topic explored in this thesis is the fine-tuning problem. This problem may
arise in the construction of a beyond the SM theory (BSM). Such a theory is necessary
to, for example, accommodate for dark matter, but in general to account for the short-
comings of the SM. The fine-tuning problem is a problem of the Higgs boson, which is
discovered in 2012 but predicted long before that. We knew that many of the funda-
mental particles are massive, and without the Higgs boson, there is no way to explain
the presence of those masses in the SM. Hence, it is often quoted that the Higgs boson
‘gives’ mass to the other SM particles. Particle masses are expressed in units of ‘GeV’,
where 1 GeV is equal to the mass of the proton. The mass of the Higgs boson is mea-
sured to be 125 GeV. As for any other observable, theorists can express this observed
mass in terms of an equation. By doing so, one finds that the observed Higgs boson
mass is a sum of the theory parameter that represents the Higgs boson mass, plus the
masses of all other fundamental particles 4. The terms in the sum that results in the

4This is represented by Eq. (6.3) on page 171.
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measurable Higgs boson mass must equate to 125 GeV. Each term in this sum is a ‘free’
theory parameter (a freely tunable knob of the theory). However, these parameters have
to be tuned such that the observed Higgs boson mass of 125 GeV comes out. We speak
of a fine-tuning problem if ‘considerable’ tuning of the theory parameters is required to
obtain the observed Higgs boson mass.
Particle physicists use a percentage to represent the amount of fine-tuning. This fine-
tuning number indicates with what percentage the theory parameters need to vary to
induce a change of O(100%) in the observed Higgs boson mass. A small fine-tuning
number means that there is a large fine-tuning: the theory parameters need to be tuned
considerably to get out the observed Higgs boson mass in case of small fine-tuning num-
bers. Note that there is no consensus on how much tuning is ‘considerable’ fine-tuning.
Here, we assume that fine-tuning numbers below 1% are too low and result in too much
fine-tuning.
The SM does not have a fine-tuning problem with this definition. This is because the
heaviest particle in the SM has a mass of 175 GeV, which is of the same order of mag-
nitude as the Higgs boson mass itself. We may naively estimate the fine-tuning number
to be around O

(
125
175

)
= O(100%), which is much higher than 1%. By constructing a

BSM theory, we introduce new particles whose masses then enter in the equation for the
observed Higgs boson mass. Let the mass of a new particle be 1000 GeV. When we now
change the mass of this particle by O (10%), the mass of the Higgs boson changes by
O(100%), as 100% of the Higgs boson mass is of the same size as 10% of 1000 GeV. We
then say that the fine-tuning number is around 10%. The fine-tuning gets worse (and
the fine-tuning number gets smaller) for increasing BSM masses: suppose we introduce
a particle of 106 GeV. In this case, the mass of the observed Higgs boson would change
by O(100%) if the mass of the BSM particle changes by only O(0.01%)!
We find fine-tuning unsound, and the reason for it is that we assume that the effects of
physics that take place on widely different mass scales do not affect one another. This
assumption does not seem to hold in case of severe fine-tuning, as then the Higgs boson
mass is extremely sensitive to the mass scale of new BSM particles. We may therefore use
fine-tuning as a constraint on a BSM theory by demanding that the induced fine-tuning
number does not get below 1%.
How then can one construct a BSM theory with a fine-tuning number above 1%? This
question is analyzed in Chapter 6 in the context of the popular BSM theory supersym-
metry (SUSY). SUSY introduces a collection of new fundamental particles, of which one
is a candidate for dark matter. SUSY can result in fine-tuned scenarios depending on
the masses of these new particles. Unfortunately, none of the newly predicted SUSY
particles have been observed at the LHC. This causes concern in the particle physics
community, and makes many believe that the non-observation of new SUSY particles
necessarily results in a severely fine-tuned theory.
Chapter 6 busts this myth: there, we carefully examine what the masses of the new
SUSY particles should be such that SUSY results in fine-tuning numbers above 1%. We
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Figure S.3: Fine-tuning number of the current situation, and that in case of a
non-observation in various future experiments.

implement all world-wide constraints on the SUSY-particle masses and interactions, and
show that SUSY scenarios with high fine-tuning numbers (i.e. those above 1%) are ac-
tually untested by our current experiments. The myth is therefore busted: the current
experiments cannot say whether SUSY exists without severe fine-tuning. This conclusion
is shown in Fig. 6.20 on page 215, of which a simplified version is presented in Fig. S.3.
Because our current experiments do not see any signs of SUSY, they constrain the fine-
tuning number of SUSY to about 33%. In this figure, we also show which experiment
may best be build to discover SUSY with fine-tuning numbers above 1%. PICO-500
and DARWIN are proposed future dark matter detection experiments. The LHC-HL
and LHC-HE are upgrades of the LHC, whereas CLIC is a proposed new future collider.
We see that CLIC has the highest sensitivity, and the figure shows that the fine-tuning
number drops to 0.2% if we do not find any SUSY-signal at CLIC. This would make
SUSY fine-tuned, but there is no reason for concern just yet.

In this thesis we have tackled two aspects of the search for physics beyond the SM: on
the one hand, we have improved the predictions that follow from the SM, and on the
other hand, we have studied where we should look for signs of BSM physics. Will we see
any signs of it at the LHC or future experiments? Only time will tell. For now, we are
like hungry bats: we just cannot spot the BSM mosquito.
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English summary

For centuries, humans have been curious to understand the nature of the Cosmos surrounding
us. Not only do we aspire to understand the underlaying laws that hold the Universe together,
even more so do we hope to reveal the mystery behind its origin. The quest that gravitational
wave science is set upon is nothing less than gaining deeper understanding of the composition
of the Universe.

What are gravitational waves?
Gravitational waves have been predicted as a consequence of Einstein’s Theory of general rela-
tivity, that has been formulated in 1916. General relativity describes how mass, such as planets,
stars or black boles, curves spacetime in our Universe and how this curvature in turn affects the
motion of themasses. Masses that are accelerated induce ”ripples” in the fabric of spacetime (see
Fig. 2). These ripples are called gravitational waves. In general, all kinds of accelerated masses
can produce gravitational waves. However, the fabric of spacetime is very stiff and only the
most violent events in the Universe emit waves that are large enough to be measurable with
our detectors on earth. Such events are for example the collision of heavy objects such as stel-

Figure 2: Spacetime can be imagined like a rubber band. Heavy objects that move in an ac-
celerated motion, such as colliding black holes, cause ripples in spacetimes. These ripples are
called gravitational waves and they travel through the Universe at the speed of light.
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lar mass black holes, asymmetric rotating neutron stars or burst events of new, undiscovered
objects. Numerous events from colliding black holes and two events from binary neutron star
mergers have been reported since the very first detection of gravitational waves in 2015. Gravi-
tational wave measurements of neutron star mergers complement electromagnetic observations
from telescopes and give new information on the structure of neutron stars and on cosmological
parameters such as the Hubble parameter.

How do we measure gravitational waves?
On Earth gravitational waves are measured with laser interferometers, which are based on the
design of a Michelson interferometer. Advanced Virgo is a laser interferometer in Italy, where
a laser beam is split with a beam splitter into two 3 km long paths (see Fig. 3, left panel). At
the end of each arm the laser beam is reflected back towards the center and both beams are
recombined at the beam splitter. The intensity of the resulting laser beam is then investigated
with a photo diode.

If no gravitational wave is present, the lengths of both arms are almost the same and are tuned
such that the recombined beams interfere destructively. As a result, almost no light is detected
at the photo diode. If a gravitational wave passes, it stretches one arm, while the other one is
compressed. Now one laser beam travels a longer distance than the other one and they are out of
phase when they are recombined. As a result a time dependent signal can be measured with the
photo diode (see Fig. 3, right panel). The strength, duration and shape of this signal depends on
the type of source that emitted the gravitational wave. It allows to distinguish between different

Figure 3: Left: Gravitational waves are measured with laser interferometers, where a laser
beam is split into two arms of several kilometers length. At the end of the arms, mirrors reflect
the laser beam back towards the center, where both beams are recombined and measured with
a photo diode. If no gravitational wave is present, then the arm lengths are tuned such that the
laser beams interfere destructively and no signal is visible at the photo diode. Right: If a grav-
itational wave passes, one arm is compressed and the other one is stretched. The recombined
laser beams do not interfere destructively anymore and as a result a signal is measured at the
photo diode. The shape is characteristic for each gravitational wave source type. Note that in
reality this effect is much smaller than depicted here.
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types of events and gives valuable information on the mass composition and distance of the
gravitational wave source.

Performance limitations of gravitational wave detectors
Gravitational wave signals are very faint, for instance the loudest event measured so far only lead
to a variation in arm length of about 0.000 000 000 000 000 01m, which is a small fraction of
the radius of the atomic nucleus. On Earth, many noise sources disturb the detector and thereby
limit its performance. Seismic motion, driven by oceanic and human activity, couples directly
and indirectly to the mirror motion and is the main cause of the noise sources discussed in this
dissertation. The interaction of the mirrors with the seismic motion of the soil is suppressed by
suspending the mirrors from a system of springs and pendula such that they can be assumed to
be freely floating across almost the full frequency range of the detector (see Fig. 4, left panel).
However, at very low frequencies, the suspension system is not sufficient anymore, and an active
feedback control loop is in place to correct the mirror motion (see Fig. 4, central panel). In this
work the performance of the angular control system that is in place at Advanced Virgo is briefly
discussed and its performance during the third observation run is evaluated. Another important
aspect is that seismicmotion couples directly to themirrors, which are attracted to denser regions
in the seismic field via gravitational attraction (see Fig. 4, right panel). Modeling this so called
Newtonian noise, depending on seismic fields that are characteristic for the detector site, is the
main topic of this thesis.

Figure 4: Left: To reduce the interaction between the mirror and the ground motion, the mirrors
are suspended by a system of pendula. They can be assumed to be freely floating across almost
the full frequency range. Center: At low frequencies, the seismic motion is not sufficiently
suppressed by the suspension system and the mirrors suffer from residual angular motion. Active
angular feedback control loops are in place at Advanced Virgo to keep themirrors aligned during
operation. Right: Direct interaction between the mirrors and density fluctuations in the seismic
field induce the so called Newtonian noise.

Seismic models for site-based Newtonian noise
Current models that estimate Newtonian noise at gravitational wave detectors assume surface
detectors and rely on a soil that consists of a single material in which only one specific wave
type propagates. However, realistic geologies are multilayered and the seismic field consists
of a complex composition of surface and body waves, which are excited by seismic sources.
Such sources can for example be traffic on roads or over bridges or wind shaking buildings. In
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addition, the prospective construction of Einstein Telescope, a next generation European gravi-
tational wave detector that will be installed 100 to 300m underground, gives rise to the necessity
for realistic seismic and Newtonian noise models. From a scientific point of view, the selection
of the location for Einstein Telescope will be set in an area that favors low Newtonian noise
levels.

Recently, the subsurface composition at Advanced Virgo in Italy and at the Belgian-German-
Dutch (BGN) Einstein Telescope candidate site in the Netherlands have been determined by
using large arrays of seismic surface sensors. The geology at Advanced Virgo has been found
to consists of nine soft soil layers. The most dominant seismic sources are more than 1 km away
and originate from road bridges of a nearby highway and a distant wind park. The geology at the
BGN site has been found to consist of five subsurface layers, which consist of soft soil down to
about 35m laying on a thick layer of hard rock. Noise sources in this region are local and within
a few hundred meters up to 1 km distance from the sensor array. For both detectors a seismic
model that is based on the measured geology and that reproduces seismic conditions such as

Figure 5: Schematic drawing of the seismic model that is based on the geology and source
locations as measured at the Advanced Virgo detector in Italy (left) and at the Einstein Telescope
candidate site in Limburg (right). The color indicates the strength of the groundmotion and each
colored sheet represents the seismic motion at the start of a new subsurface layer. It is visible that
the seismic motion is strongest on the surface and attenuates further underground. Note that at
Advanced Virgo themirror is on the surface while for Einstein Telescope it is 250m underground.
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surface wave speeds and seismic spectra has been derived (see Fig. 5). From these seismic
models, site-based Newtonian noise has been calculated for both detector sites by numerically
integrating the seismic field in the vicinity of the mirrors.

Where do we go from here?
The research that has been presented in this dissertation has lead to a better understanding of
how local seismic conditions such as the geology and the seismic field affect Newtonian noise
at a given gravitational wave detector. We have also learned that additional factors such as the
detector depth as well as the shape and size of the cavern have a strong influence on Newtonian
noise. Future research is therefore recommended to elaborate on the one hand on the geology
models, for example by including complex three-dimensional subsurface structures, and on the
other hand on a detailed understanding of the influence of cavern geometries on the Newtonian
noise of underground gravitational wave detectors.

In this work a detailed understanding of the site-based Newtonian noise at a given detector
site is obtained. However, Newtonian noise cannot be suppressed and at times it may limit the
detector performance during operation. It is therefore of the utmost importance that future re-
search encompasses the development of online subtraction schemes based on permanent seismic
sensor arrays that constantly monitor the seismic field around the detector and cross-correlate
it to the detector output. First steps towards the development of an online subtraction scheme
are taken at Advanced Virgo, where a permanent sensor array is currently being installed and
integrated into Virgo’s online-monitoring system for environmental noise.
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